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KANE COUNTY WATER WELL DATABASE
As a result of the work to site the U.S. Department of Energy Superconducting Super
Collider (SSC) in Illinois, the Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) and the Illinois State
Water Survey (ISWS) participated in a joint effort to create a database of water wells in Kane
County. This database has 7,846 private and public well records from pre-1900 through 1987
and represents the combination of records from both of the Surveys. This Open File report
reflects the information contained in those records.
Appendix A is a set of 15 maps, one for each township, showing the well locations.
Water wells are indicated with a "+" symbol. Although principally a listing of water well
locations and information, several foundation or bridge borings are also included and are
indicated on the maps by an "X" symbol. However, this database does not represent a
complete listing for those type of data. Appendix B is a printout of the database which is
available in digital form (floppy disks available) from the Illinois State Geological Survey.
The information included within the file is a listing of the wells and some borings for
which records exist at the Illinois State Geological Survey and/or Illinois State Water Survey.
The listing does not necessarily represent all well records. Both ISGS and ISWS continue to
update the record as information, both current and historical, are made available. Thus, the




MAP OF KANE COUNTY, ILLINOIS,
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF WELLS
32431 3275684 3307684 Lambert feet
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TOWNSHIP 41 N, RANGE 7E
Township 41N 7E
3273290 3283290 3293290 Lambert feet
Locations of wells on record at the Illinois State
Geological Survey and/or Illinois State Water Survey

KANE COUNTY, ILLINOIS
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TOWNSHIP 40N, RANGE 7E
Township 40N 7E
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Township 39N 8E
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B is a printout of the well database on file both in printed and digital
form at the Illinois State Geological Survey. The printout is arranged in location order by
section, township, and range. Each well is listed as a two-line entry. The format is as
follows:
Line 1: Unique ISGS ID, permit number, permit/drilled date, section-township-
range, N/S and E/W footages, reference corner, quarters, and depth.
Line 2: Owner name, driller name, Lambert X and Y coordinates.
Example.
120892748800 130451 03/27/87 34-38N-08E 205S 165E NUc SW NE NE ,00120., ,Ward, Larry Pitz, John W. 332473o 3170097
On the first line of the well record shown in the above example, the ISGS ID# is
1 2089274880, the permit number is 1 30451 , and the permit/drilled date is 27 March 1 987.
The well is located in Township 38N, Range 8E, Section 34, with a south footage of 205 and
an east footage of 1 65. The reference corner is the northwest corner, and the well is located
in the SW quarter of the NE quarter of the NE quarter of Section 34. Total well depth is 1 20
feet. The second line gives the owner's name (Larry Ward), the driller's name (John W. Pitz),
and the coordinate of the well in the Lambert coordinate system (x-coordinate = 3324736
feet, y coordinate = 3170097 feet).
The digital well data on file at ISGS in the same format as the printout. For old
wells (pre-1970), often the only date available was the year or month/year drilled. In these
cases, the first day of the month or 01 -JAN was used with the correct year so that the





















120890198600 000000 03/01/34 02-38N-06E
A J COSTER EST

















































































































120890200100 000000 10/23/07 06-38N-06E
CYRUS BRACKETT
120890200200 079391 09/13/78





120892663700 119094 07/22/85 06-38N-06E 2200S 600E NWc



























































































































120890201300 000000 01/20/34 10-38N-06E
ABNER THOMAS
120890201400 000000 02/20/34 10-38N-06E
ELMER MEYERS
120890201500 000000 02/20/34 10-38N-06E
H HUNT








120890201800 000000 10/05/05 10-38N-06E
S A CHAPMAN
120890201900 000000 01/20/34 10-38N-06E
W H CHAPMAN
**** 11-38N-06E ****




























































120890202400 000000 01/23/33 12-38N-06E
A G BORNEMAN
120890202500 000000 02/16/34 12-38N-06E
C MEYERS
120890202600 000000 02/27/34 12-38N-06E
CYRUS BRACKETT









































































120890203300 000000 03/06/34 14-38N-06E
CLARENCE MICHAEL





U S 30 Bridge




120890203500 000000 02/28/34 14-38N-06E
W R GUMM











120892479300 081656 11/06/78 15-38N-06E
FLOYD HANNIS KNIERIM
120890203700 000000 02/07/34 15-38N-06E
G B THOMAS




120892357700 042015 10/15/75 15-38N-06E
JERRY BALLARD KNIERIM
120890203900 000000 01/24/34 15-38N-06E
JOHN C STEWART
120890204000 000000 03/06/34 15-38N-06E











15-38N-06E 1200N, .400W SEc
Knienm, Phi Hip E.





15-38N-06E 15QS 2200W NEc
























































































































































120892404000 061652 09/07/77 17-38N-06E
DR J R WESSEL K AND K
120892403900 056555 02/23/77 17-38N-06E
J R UESSEL K AND K







17-38N-06E 500N 330E SUc
PALMER
120890204700 000000 01/25/34 18-38N-06E
ALBERT HIER
120892479500 089777 09/26/79 18-38N-06E
ED HEYER NEELY
120892752200 130975 04/20/87 18-38N-06E 85N 35U SEc
Ritcner, Arnold Neely, Harry C.















































































































































120892439200 077954 08/09/78 20-38N-06E





































































KONEN AND SALAGO BLDRS




120892480100 088293 07/31/79 21-38N-06E
MARY WELTON NEELY
120890205600 000000 01/01/28 21-38N-06E
MRS CARRIE PRICE MOREY





ROBERT P OAK IE KNIERIM
120890130800 013675 21-38N-06E







































120892480200 080896 10/18/78 22-38N-06E
ALAN KLEINSTIVER KNIERIM
120890062000 000000 22-38N-06E







120892343600 055869 22-38N-06E 950N 450W













































































































01/05./81 22-38N-06E 1350N 1200E SWc

































































































































































































































































































































































































23-38N-06E 10QN, .200U SEc

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 20892971 500 . 095 1 35 07/25/80














25-38N-06E 2300N 2450E SWc
Knienm, Phi Hip E.









































































Layne Western Co., Inc.















120892796400 136739 10/26/87 28-38N-Q6E NW NE NE..JIQ37D „„
Judd, Lewis Martin, Jonas Willard 3257914 3173815
120890208100 000000 02/01/34 28-38N-06E
LOTTIE PERRIENE
120890208200 000000 02/13/34 28-38N-06E
MRS C A GREENACRE



































120890208600 000000 02/07/34 30-38N-06E
J R MCDIORMID









120890208800 000000 02/12/34 31-38N-06E
A J KRUG
120890208900 000000 02/07/34 31-38N-06E
CLYDE BUSHNELL
120892481300 078405 08/21/78 31-38N-06E
RANDY SPEARS STONE















































































120890209300 000000 02/13/34 33-38N-06E
ALVIN KAMINKY
120890270100 000000 02/13/34 33-38N-06E
FRANK MORRIS
120890209500 000000 02/13/34 33-38N-06E
FRANK MORRIS
120892891200 091732 11/28/79 33-38N-06E 1100S 1900E NWc C





















































3264607 3 1690 11
SENE
Sl69^9il68177
















































Knierim, Phi Hip E.
36-38N-06E , .














































02-38N-07E 1450N 1600E SUc
Neely, Mark S.
02-38N-07E 1500N 300E SWc
Pitz, John W.
































































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
05-38N-07E 2500N 1800U SEC
Layne-Uestern Company, Inc
05-38N-07E 900S 2050W NEc
Rob, Ronald Gene
05-38N-07E





























































Uaubonsee Jr College B-3
120892279100 000000
Uaubonsee Jr College B-4
120892279200 000000

















































Ueirich, Uilliam Theodore 3281576 3195596





Layne Uestern Co., Inc.
05-38N-07E J
Layne Uestern Co., Inc. :
05-38N-07E SUNEJ
Layne Uestern Co., Inc. ]
05-38N-07E «
Layne Uestern Co., Inc. ]
05-38N-07E J
Layne Uestern Co., Inc. 2
05-38N-07E J
Layne Uestern Co., Inc. 2
05-38N-07E <






















120890210800 000000 01/01/85 06-38N-07E
B H THOMPSON
120892441100 078220 08/21/78 06-38N-07E
BARRY BEHRNS K AND K
120892719500 127028 09/23/86 06-38N-07E 520S
Blatner, Thomas Neely, Mark S.
120892485800 048799 06/22/76 06-38N-07E


















120892481400 039748 07/31/75 06-38N-07E
C AND D CONST CO FYKES


















120892892200 114451 08/28/84 06-38N-07E
Duffy, Dave/K & D Construction Knienm, Phi
120892481600 074480 05/19/78 06-38N-07E
FLOYD HANNIS KNIERIH
120892441200 073901 05/04/78 06-38N-07E
FLOYD HANNIS KNIERIH
120890211000 000000 01/23/34 06-38N-07E












120892675200 121137 10/25/85 06-38N-07E 600S 300U NEc
Kadlec, Bill Builders Uellendorf, Rodney







800S 400U NEC120892892300 112404 05/16/84 06-38N-Q7E
Hichaud, Rene Senffner, Alan James
120892259500 030141 05/29/74 06-38N-Q7E 300N 1100E
Hount Douglas Knienm Co., Inc.
120892417800 065335 08/17/87 06-38N-07E
PAUL REULAND NEELY
120892441300 079677 09/20/78 06-38N-07E
R ROULETT DUPAGE PUHP
120890055100 008089
R THORNTON AND D CUTSlNGER
06-38N-07E
NEELY






120892892400 099820 05/26/81 06-38N-07E 200S





120892417600 070184 12/14/77 06-38N-07E
WILLIAM ALEXANDER KNIERIH
120892750900.130754 04/08/87 06-38N-Q7E
Weis Home Builders Knienm, Phil
**** 07-38N-07E ****
120890211100 000000 01/23/33 07-38N-07E
H P JOHNSON















































































































































120892892700 108342 07/28/83 09-38N-Q7E 2350S 2400E NUc
Skogsberg, Kevin Knienm, Phil
120892481700 082034 11/16/78 09-38N-07E

































Uaubonsee Jr College B-4
10-38N-07E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
10-38N-07E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
10-38N-07E
KNIERIH
10-38N-07E 965N 920W SEc
10-38N-07E 1400S 2500W NEC
Neely, Hark S.
10-38N-07E



















120892971300 098275 01/26/81 11-38N-07E 50N 35E SWc







DUKE AND DENNY'S HAIR STYLING GELTZ








































































































120892404500 050837 08/01/76 14-38N-07E
FRANCIS FARLEY PITZ
120892809500 138445 12/28/87 14-38N-07E
Landgraff, Don Knienm, Phil
120890004500 000000






















120890099000 000000 „ .
Rca Associates 66-1











Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-07E 2200N 400E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-07E 1600N 2500E















































































































































































Schuerer, Dominick & Janet






































120892752000 130920 04/17/87 18-38N-07E .0...


































































B-1 Layne Western Co., Inc.
21-38N-07E




21-38N-07E 85N 375W SEc







































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
24-38N-07E




Layne Western Co., Inc.
24-38N-07E 2275N 850W











24-38N-07E 190QN 1000E SWc




























































































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
27-38N-07E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
27-38N-07E
28-38N-07E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
28-38N-07E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-38N-07E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-38N-07E





























Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-38N-07E 50S 492E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-38N-07E 50S 300E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-38N-07E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-38N-07E 50N 600W SEc
Layne-Western Co.
32-38N-07E 50S 100W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
32-38N-07E NEc
Layne Western Co., Inc.
32-38N-07E
32-38N-07E 450N 250W





















































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-38N-07E 2550S 4200E


































































120890212600 005265 01/01/68 34-38N-07E





































































































































1 20892778500 1343 10 08/04/87 01-38N-08E


































120890015600 000000 J ,
Northern III Toll Rd 4
120890063200 008952
R ERICKSON MACHINE CO
120890059500 008390
REM BLDRS
02-38N-08E L . . .0Neely&Schimelpfening
02-38N-08E
NEELY-SCHIMELPFENIG
02-38N-08E 2050? , .650W NEc





























Company I K. Stoffel B-1
120892280600 000000
Company & K. Stoffel B-2
120892280700 000QQ0
Company & K. Stoffel B-6
02-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
02-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
02-38N-08E







Layne Western Co., Inc.
03-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
03-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.


















Geiger, S. B. Co.
























































































Aurora City Of 15
120892277000 000000
Aurora Country Club B-1
120892277100 000000
Aurora Country Club B-3
120892277200 000000
Aurora Country Club 8-5
120892277300 000000
Aurora Country Club B-8
120892277400 000000
Aurora Country Club B-9
120892876100 000000
„








































Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.

















Knierim, Phillip E. 33
29-38N-Q8E 14Q0S.140QW NEc



















29-38N-08E 500?, 900W NEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
29-38N-08E
PALHER








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































30-38N-08E 100QS 2150U NEc
































































120892688500 122993 04/11/86 30-38N-08E 23
Weber, Timothy K. Kniei
—
120892202000 023039 30-38N-08E
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH KNIERIM
30-38N-Q8E 8Q0S.2000U NEc
Wei rich, William Theodore























































B-3 Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-38N-08E
B-5 Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-38N-08E
B1 Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-38N-08E 2300N 2150E





































































ALL STEEL EQUIPMENT CO
120890025300 000000


























Company & K. Stoffel B-2
120892273300 000000











Layne Western Co., Inc.
05-38N-08E





















11/20/85 05-38N-Q8E 11Q0S. 900E NWc
Wei rich, William Theodore
05-38N-08E
B-4 Layne Western Co., Inc.
05-38N-08E
B-5 Layne Western Co., Inc.
05-38N-08E 2060N 515E
B-2 Layne Western Co., Inc.
05-38N-08E 1950N 475E



































































Achilli, Joe Builders Inc.
120892893900 103737 06/08/82
Achilli, Joe Builders Inc.
120892894200 103709 06/08/82














Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-38N-08E 280S 746E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-38N-08E 460S 861E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-38N-08E 330S 1096E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-38N-08E 130S 1296E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-38N-08E 130S 1746E
































































































LAMA I RE CARTER
120892441900 075780 06/20/78
LESTER DAVIS














































































































Mntl Handicapped Sch B-2
120892302300 000000
Mntl Handicapped Sch B-3
09-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
09-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
09-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
09-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
09-38N-08E














Layne Western Co., Inc.
09-38N-08E






































































































120892482400 082008 11/27/78 10-38M-08E
JOHN O'MALLEY FYKES
1208901 01 700 .000000




O'CONNELL BLDG AND 0EV
120890122400 012583
O'CONNELL BLDG AND DEV
120890118600 012585

















120890274000 000000 01/01/32 10-38N-08E
SPRINGBROOK SANITARIUM W L THORNE






































































120892482700 084715 04/19/79 1
AMERICAN REALTY
120892482500 084713 04/19/79 1
AMERICAN REALTY

















120892894700 107590 06/13/83 1
Auram, Victor #1
120892894600 098376 02/06/81 1
Aurora Public Shools Dist. 131















120892808700 138282 12/21/87 11-38N-08E
Bohr, Terry
120890213400 000000 05/01/59 11-38N-08E
CHARLES H GARDNER
120892222400 028433 11-38N-08E
CHARLES J JUNEAU GELTZ
120892686400 122452 03/05/86 11-38N-08E
DAVE WHITE UEIRICH






1-38N-08E 0,. 0, SE SU NE 00147
Ueirich, Uilliam Theodore 332911(1 3








































































120892442100 076146 06/17/78 11-38N-08E















120892680200,121649 11/27/85 11-38N-08E 1100N
Fiddler, Rick Pitz, John W.
120892763000 132487 06/12/87 11-38N-08E
Frantzen, Bruce Neely, Mark S.
120892483100 082334 11/21/78 11-38N-08E
H M MOREHOUSE KNIERIM
120892894800 110992 01/13/84 11-38N-08E 2000S











120890162500 013957 09/09/71 11-38N-08E
James Moll tor







120892721800 127266 10/02/86 11-38N-08E 1380N


















120892894900 086982 06/21/79 11-38N-08E 800S 1300E
Linden, Paul Knienm, James
120890054100 007239 11-38N-08E









120892895000 115665 11/01/84 11-38N-08E 60S










































120892895100 096389 10/03/80 11-38N-08E 1050N 2600E





120892895200 102963 03/31/82 11-38N-08E 75S















































































































































































































































































































































































































13-38N-08E 2000 S 2300U NEc
Neely, Mark S.
13-38N-Q8E 18Q0S.1700E NW







































B-1 Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-38N-08E 1935S 1400W
B-2 Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-38N-08E 2070S 1400W
B-3 Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-38N-08E 2070S 1540W
B-4 Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-38N-08E 1890S 1540W
B-5 Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-38N-08E 1800S 1540W
B-6 Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-38N-08E





















































Belles Terres Apts B-1
120892302500 000000
Belles Terres Apts B-7
120892276700 000000










Layne Western Co., Inc.
14-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
14-38N-08E 800N 475E













120892711600 126116 08/20/86 14-38N-08E 110S
Leonard, Daniel R. (Senord, D) Neely, Mark S.
120890147100 000000 14-38N-08E
MARGARET'S HI -ACRE MHP
120890065900 000000 14-38N-08E








































































































14-38N-08E 65QN .650W SEc















































T! nines & BeCKWitn
15-38N-08E „
Geiger, S. B. & Son
15-38N-08E
GELTZ
120890275300 000000 01/01/79 15-38N-08E
JACK HASTEY
120890107900 011317 15-38N-08E
HICHAEL LARI K AND K
120892302600 000000

















Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
15-38N-08E

































































































































































Aurora Sen I Dist B-1
120892253600 000000
Aurora Schl Dist B-2
120892253700 000000
Aurora Schl Dist B
120892253800 000000
Aurora Schl Dist B
120892253900 000000
Aurora Schl Dist B-5
120892254000 000000
Aurora Schl Dist B-6
120890014700 000000




Jefferson Jr H S B-1
120892281600 000000
Jefferson Jr H S B-2
120892281700 000000




Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E




Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
17-38N-08E





























































Layne Western Co., Inc.





Layne Western Co., Inc.
18-38N-08E 95S 955E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
18-38N-08E 165S 1080E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
18-38N-08E 600S 4000E

































































Aurora, City of #13-87
120890025100 000000
.„
City Of Aurora 19
120892278600 00QQ00 .
Company K & Stoffel B-2
19-38N-08E 2200S 2250U NEc
Layne-Western Company,
19-38N-08E 123S 64E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
19-38N-08E OS 1550E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
Inc
120890215000 000000 01/01/80 19-38N-08E
F J KNIGHT
120892275200 000000
First Amer Bk B-2
120892275300 000000
First Natl Bk B-4
120892262800 000000
Orchard Lake Apts B-1
120892262900 000000































Layne Western Co., Inc.
19-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
19-38N-08E 425N 3075E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
19-38N-08E















Layne Western Co., Inc.
20-38N-08E 1050S 2537W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
20-38N-08E 994S 2481W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
20-38N-08E 938S 2436W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
20-38N-08E 938S 2536W




Layne Western Co., Inc.
20-38N-08E














































































































































Grace Luth Church B-1
120892254900 000000
Grace Luth Church B-2
120892255000 000000
Grace Luth Church B-3
120892276600,000000






















Layne Western Co., Inc.
22-38N-08E 1590N 810W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
22-38N-08E 1625N 810W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
22-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
22-38N-08E 1500N 1825W










































































































Kmenm, Phi 11 lp E.
24-38N-08E 2350? .750E NWcKmenm, Phi I lip E.
24-38N-08E 500? .350E NWc
Kmenm, Phi Hip E.
24-38N-08E 1500? 1900E NWc
Kmenm, Phi Hip E.
24-38N-08E 200S 2300E NWc
Layne-Western Co.
24-38N-08E 1850S 900W










































24-38N-08E 1900?. 450E NWc









50N 180E SWc SE SW NU .QQ16!)
_,













































24-38N-08E 320S 190W NEc
Pitz, John W.












Layne Western Co., Inc.
24-38N-08E


































596900 092410 01/17/80 25-38





120892897000 111935 04/17/84 25-38N-08E













KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE
120890215400 000000
MARTIN MAXWELL
120890215500 000000 01/01/23 25-38N-08E
WERMES SUBD




ADESSO HOMES INC - GILLEY
120890180800 016279














120892897600J06019 01/12/83 26-38N-08E 1150S.1450W NE













Achi Hi, Joe Builders
120892897300 097989 12/24/80
Achi Hi , Joe Bui Iders
120892897500 103708 06/08/82





, Phi I lip E.
26-38N-08E 1750?, .450W NEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
























Layne Western Co., Inc.
26-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
26-38N-08E




Layne Western Co., Inc.
26-38N-08E 1250S 125W































































































K & K UELL DRLG
26-38N-08E
KNIERIM

































































St Pauls Church B-4
120892263200 000000










Layne Uestern Co., Inc.
27-38N-08E
Layne Uestern Co., Inc.
27-38N-08E 750N 1625E
Layne Uestern Co., Inc.
27-38N-08E 670N 1690E
Layne Uestern Co., I nc.
**** 28-38N-08E ****




























Geiger, S. B. & Son

























































































































































































































































































































































C B AND Q RR CO
120890005400 000000
120892899800 048812 06/23/76



























































































Eagle Food Store B-4
120892274700 000000
tagle Food Store B-8
33-38N-08E 2100E NWc
Vogt I vers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2200E NWc
Vogt I vers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2250E NWc
Vogt I vers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2330E NWc
Vogt I vers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2510E NWc
Vogt I vers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2590E NWc
Vogt I vers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2700E NWc
Vogt I vers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2750E NWc
Vogt Ivers & Assoc
33-38N-08E 2775E NWc
Vogt Ivers & Assoc
































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-38N-08E











































































rJ07267 05/23/83 34-38N-Q8EBuilders #1 Ueirich, .0.
. L SE
Willi am Theodore1 n
00100
1, Joe
l. Joe Builders ' KnierTm, PhillipE.
093269 04/07/80 34-38N-08E 11505. .200W N
sw
593271 04/07/80 34-38N-08E 125QS,
.
guilders Kmenm, Phi Hi
250U NEc
P E.
393268 04/07/80 34-38N-08E 11PQS..250U NEc
G m nm pAchi
12p8?2?0„








120892682100 121972 01/07/86 34-38N-08E 2200N1600W SEc
Alsip, Mary J. Kmenm, Phi I lip E.





Apodaca, Lazara Ward, Delbert
120890277900 000000 01/01/51














































































































132402 06/11/87 34- 38N-08E 0...
Kmenm, Phi Hip E.
SE NU
34-38N-08E
















120892418400 070769 05/25/76 34-38N-08E
CHARLES MCDONALD K AND K

















































Company i K. Stoffel
120892274300 000000










Layne Western Co., Inc.
34-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
34-38N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
34-38N-08E
TOUVELL































































































































































34-38N-08E 25Q0S 1500W NE
Weinch, William Theod



















34-38N-08E 2400N 1900W SEc
Knienm, Phi Hip E.
























































































































P & H ASSOC LOT 8
120890181700 017752 05/19/72
P & H Assoc
120890069900 000369
P J BIYER REALTY
120890155300 020408
PAUL BROUCHLE







K & K WELL DRLG
34-38N-08E,, 0.,,.








R & M BLDRS LOT 21













34-38N-08E 2200S 450U NEc
Neely, Mark S.















































































_ 1400N 1600E SWc



































34-38N-08E 160QS 1100W NEc


























































































120892901100 095122 07/25/80 34-38N-08E 2100S 200W NEc






















































































35-38N-Q8E 0, . t NU SE SE 00117



























35-38N-08E 1510S 400E NWc
















































35-38N-08E 1300N 1350E SWc




















35-38N-08E 1500S 100E NWc





120892901600 099516 05/01/81 35-38N-
Tarter, B.J. #2


































































































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
03-39N-06E 500S 1520E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
03-39N-06E 300S 1620E


















































































































































































120892442900 073876 05/03/78 04-39N-06E
TOM GOLASZEWSKt K AND K





































DOM IN AND SONS
120892485200 088064 07/26/79
DOM IN AND SONS
120892418700 068520 10/24/77
DOM IN AND SONS
120890217800 088065 07/26/79













































































































































































































































15-39N-06E 320S 300W NEc



















19-39N-06E 10QS 1450E NWc

















KANE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE
120892274400 000000
Kane Co Hghwy B-2




























O 1 Cornell, James
21-39N-06E 2600N 200W SEC







































120892443800 080824 10/17/78 24-39N-06E
































A BALDRIDGE LOT 19
120892444800 072030 05/09/78
A HOLTZ LOT 14
120890270400 090481 11/17/80 26-39N-06E
B. Uernlte
26-39N-06E
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-Q6E
H I STONE AND SONS
120892261800 038155
„
BALLARD AND SON LOT 52
120892351100 057419 05/01/77
C JOHNSON LOT 6
120892229300 032821






D CLEMENS LOT 8
120890155900 020672
D MEISCH LOT 2
120892261900 042578














K i K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E




K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E







26-39N-06E 2160S 2360W NEc
Pitz, John W.







































120892770000 133006 06/30/87 26-39N-06E C










F M P CONST LOT 43
120892444600 073732 05/24/78
F M R CONST LOT 18





FAMILY CONST LOT 3
120890173900 023034 05/31/73
FAMILY CONST LOT 6
120890173800 023035








K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E Q
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E
P ROB

























































120892879200 093971 05/20/80 26-39N-06E 16505, .350E NUc
Hough, Dave X Wohead Bros. Inc Knienm, Phillip E.
120892878600 109766 10/06/83 26-39N-06E 600S 2200E NWc






120892445000 074093 06/01/78 26-39N-06E
J POOL LOT 28
120890174200 022868













K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2350N 2100E







120892485500 086824 06/24/79 26-39N-06E










120892878700 102604 01/29/82 26-3?N-06E 2500S 1800E NWc
Long, Majorie Pitz, John W.
120892319700
M KARODY LOT
50950 26-39N-06E 2050N 1600WKtK WELL DRLG
.120892444900^076550 07/11/78 26-3?N;06E
M L MAROUI LOT J LI BERG
120892351200 063852 07/01/77 26-39N-06E
M SEPPLEFIELD LOT 10 H C NEELY
120892878800 104342 07/29/82 26-39N-06E 2250S 2150W NEi
McCarney, Bob J. Weinch, William Theodi
120890047600 006690 02/01/69 26-39N-06Egi. -
McNier Leroy 1 Geltz, N. H.
120892734200 128642 12/04/86 26-3?N-06E 2540S
Neahring, Ken Pitz, John W.
20S
rk S.
120892774900 133671 07/22/87 26-39N-06E
Needham, Gordon Neely, Ma
360E NWc SW SW
220W NEC SE SW
120890174100 021786




P KRELICH LOT 3
3962 26-39N-06E !
K & K WELI
100N 600W
DRLG
120892445300_076064 08/27/78 26;3?N : 06E_
P MCCLOUD LOT
120890155700 020070
R BEVERLY LOT 5
120892203000 027029
R HALL LOT 21
R WELLENDORF
26-39N-06E 1850N 1750W







120892350900 058438 05/02/77 26-39N-06E
R HINDS LOT Si K WELL DRLG
120892351000 064613 08/04/77 26-39N-06E









120892445100 075359 06/01/78 26-39N-06E
R SEGLEM H C NEELY
120892405100 057559 11/30/77 26-39N-06E
R STRlSDL LOT 8 < & K WELL DRLG
120892351300 055862 12/28/76 26-39N-06E
R UNICK LOT 1
120892445200 075358 06/01/78 26-39N-06E
























































































120890042700 005808 10/08/68 26-39N-06E 2600N 1850E
Ravi in Harold Palmer and sons
120892878900 099905 05/28/81 26-39N-06E 1350S



























SUMMERFIELD BLDRS LOT 23
120890190400 024994
T KIRK LOT 22
120892261700 037401
T MCCAY LOT 55
120892285900 041996


















Wilson, Wiley & Charlene
26-39N-06E
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2400N 1300W
K 8 K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 1800N 130W
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2000N 1450W
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 1700N 1000W
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2350N 825W
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2500N 850W
K & K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2200N 500W




K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2550N 1500W
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 2400N 1300W
K ft K WELL DRLG
26-39N-06E 1550S 2150E NWc
Neely, Mark S.














































120892350700 052820 09/29/76 27-39N-06E
BUD SNYDER NEELY
120892879300 096999 10/28/80 27-39N-06E 1750S 1050W NEc



























120892351500 056794 02/15/77 30-39N-06E
HINTZSCHI'S FEED AND GRAIN STONE
120892879400 085268 05/07/79 30-3?N-06E 50S 1450E NWc








































120890218300 000000 01/24/34 33-39N-06E
C F SWAN
120890218400 000000 01/24/34 33-39N-06E
GEO A FLINT
120890218500 083697 02/27/79 33-39N-06E
J GILMORE SENFFNER

















































01-39N-07E 2700N 2600W SEc
Stone, Ronald
01-39N-07E 20QN .450E SWc
Knierim, Phillip E.




















120892351600 060940 07/09/77 02-39N-07E
A L ALLEN AND SONS STANLEY
120892975400 106680 04/07/83 02-39N-07E
DON DILLON STONE
120892654500 117614 05/02/85 02-39N-Q7E




Wi I ham Theodore \\
120892656400 117810 05/14/85 02-39N-07E 10QS 400E NWc
Elliott, Craig & Joyce L. Knierim, Phillip E.
120892879800 107921 07/06/83 02-39N-07E 200S 1550E NWc
Elliott, Don Pitz, John W.
120892802600 137580 11/20/87 02-39N-07E Q
Geneva Home Bui lders\Ratasepp Knierim, Phillip E.
120892879900 101898 10/26/81 02-39N-07E 1900S 1150E NWc
Gillis, Ron V. Neely, Mark S.
120892880000 112851 06/12/84 02-39N-07E 700S 600E NWc
Graffagna, Greg Ward, Delbert G.
NW SE







120892698600 124405 06/06/86 02-39N-Q7E











120892789000 135717 09/29/87 02-39N-07E 0,
McGonagle, John & Kathy Stone, Ronald
120892674400 121073 10/23/85 02-39N-07E 500? „








120892416500 063774 08/25/77 02-39N-07E
R J WARD K AND K
120892880200 087982 07/24/79 02-39N-Q7E 1200N 1250E SWc




Crosby C W & Sons
120892880300 061110 05/24/77 02-39N-07E 1400N 1750E SWc
































































03-39N-07E 600S 2400W NEc
Pitz, John W.




120892880500 100552 07/16/81 03-39N-07E 65QN 250E SWc
Erman, James »BL31-798 Knierim, Phillip E.
120890071000 000000 03-39N-07E
GORDON KEOGH NEELY
120892682900 122088 01/27/86 03-39N-07E 210N 630E SWc
Gallagher, Patrick Neely, Harry C.
120890071100 000000 03-39N-07E























120892880600 108662 08/09/83 03-39N-07E 600N 450E SUc
Halm Bunders (Lackey, Jim) Ward, Delbert G.








































DOM IN AND SONS
120892352100 063160 07/05/77












































HOWARD WE IN BLDR
120892486400 086068 05/29/79































































































































































































































































































































































































































































05-39N-07E 0,. u SE NW NW (JOSOJ) ,_









































E. W. KNEIP, INC.
120890219100 000000
E. W. KNEIP, INC.
120890071300 000000











































































120892755600 131670 05/14/87 07-39N-07E L .

















































































2V1378? Q9-39N-07E 100? 2350W NEc





120890278400 000000 01/01/39 10-39N-07E
BROADVIEW ACADEMY J P MILLER CO


















120892881600 100773 08/04/81 12-39N-07E 300S 800W NEc
Kountry Kiddie Korner Nursery Pitz, John W.
120892881700 074799 05/26/78 12-39N-07E NW SE














































120892419700 067159 09/23/77 15-39N-07E
C.M.K. REMODELING KNIERIM
120892881800 110527 11/18/83 15-39N-07E
Cnbb, Debbie Knienm,

























Newhouse, Mr. & Mrs. John P.
120892882000 090707 10/18/79








Stephens, Ronald & Colleen
mm 17-39N-07E ****
120890195200 025449








Beutke, Jeff D. #BL 32-067
120892717000 126646 09/09/86
































































































17-39N-07E 680S 2160W NEC
Neely, Mark S.
17-39N-07E 110QS 1000E NWc










































































































































































































'^M. William ?heodor|E NW sMo^15993









































17-39N-07E 500S 2800W NEc
Neely, Harry C.
17-39N-07E 920S 2300E NWc
Stone, Ronald
17-39N-07E 900S 2560E NWc











































































































120892652800 117496 04/26/85 17-39N-07E 1950S 900W NEC „MQQ2PQ,««.«
Reed, Mr. Larry Pitz, John W. 3283027 3215119
120892703100 124975 07/02/86 17-39N-Q7E 100S.228QE NWc ,™£M2^.< n.<Richmar Construction #1 Weirich, William Theodore 3280955 3216916
120892419800 070061 01/01/78 17-39N-07E SESESE 00245,.,.,,
SCOTT KARAS NEELY 3283656 3212147
120892305900 046637 17-39N-07E 400N 2350W ,„„.QQ24Q,._.,
SHO-DEEN CONST K AND K 3281028 3216617
120892787700 135427 09/24/87 17-39N-07E J SU SU SE„.0Q185 ,Smith, Earl Stone, Ronald 3281684 3212093
120892882200 093349 04/15/80 17-39N-07E 350S 1750E NUc ,„ „0Q20Q,.,_,
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Dennis #1 Neely, Mark S. 3280428 3216652
120892358700 045262 03/11/76 17-39N-07E NWNESWQ0355,.,„,,
TERRY RICHARDS KNIERIM 3280343 3214034
120892358800 045728 03/29/76 17-39N-Q7E NWSWSW 00160,.
,, o„
TERRY RICHARDS KNIERIM 3279047 3212680
120892783100.134769 08/21/87 17-39N-07E L 60N 110U SEc NU NE NE ,00300,.,,,,
Vaughan, David Pitz, John W. 3283138 3216474
120892882300.1,01823 10/21/81 17-39N-07E L 750S 1200E NWc ,,„J)Q191,.,,,„
Vaughan, David Pitz, John U. 3279882 3216238
120890150100 016442 17-39N-07E 50N 100E SESE ,0023?,.,
WALTER J SMITH PITZ 3283867 3213091
120892321600 053150 17-39N-07E 50S 300E ,,„,9Q1*?,.. •.„,,,
WARNER DUTZI DUPAGE PUMP 3283691 3211869
120892706200 125368 07/23/86 17-3?N-07E 760$ 1840E NWc , PQ21Q,.,,,,
Wehrwein, Douglas #112 Liberg, Patrick A. 3280522 3216244
120892743000 129612 03/09/87 17-39N-07E 0... NE NW SE„,QQQ77,.,_
Weis Home Builders Knierim, Phillip E. 3282308 3214087
120892801000 137390 11/17/87 17-39N-07E NW NW SE 00166
.
Weis Home Builders Knierim, Phi Hip E. 3281653 3214069
120892882400 100774 08/04/81 17-39N-07E 400S 1600E NWc QQ295 m
Whitney, Tom Pitz, John W. 3280278 3216598
mm 18-39N-07E ****
120892420000 070524 12/30/77 18-39N-07E NWNWSW,,00120,. ,„,.CECIL GUM KNIERIM 327461 $ 3213971
120892321700 051646 18-39N-07E 1650N 2050E m 00200 .„
FRED FREC NEELY 3276641 3215300
120892466600 075547 06/14/78 18-39N-07E NWNWNW,, 00159 ,.,
ROAD MATERIAL CO NEELY 3274602 3216614
mm 19-39N-07E ****
120892882500 058691 04/11/77 19-3?N-07E 1700S 1500W NEc „QQ313
_ .
Feltes Sand & Gravel Pitz, Thomas N. 3277229 3209974
120892975500 10J326 09/16/81 19-39N-07E SE NE SE.,„0P20QGeneva Home Builders Knierim, P. 3278455 3208075
120890182600 021042 19-39N-07E SWSWSE 00140
_
HINSKEY K AND K 327641* 3206757
120892486900 085426 05/09/79 19-39N-07E SENWSE QQ177
JAMES BASTON NEELY 327707$ 3208068
120890106400 010949 19-39N-07E 160S 100E NWSESE 00187
KETTELL CONST SISSON 327796$ 3207253
120892696700 124093 05/30/86 19-39N-07E 1720N 540E SWc QQ17Q
Korou, Ralph Neely, Harry C. 3274883 3208140
120890048800 005495 19-39N-07E 1500S 2150E 00122
LESTER SCHEDIN NEELY 327657$ 3207927
120892882600 100139 06/15/81 19-39N-07E 1300N 400E SWc 00264
Laver, Ken Pitz, John W. 3274741 3207719
120892882700 115280 10/12/84 19-39N-07E 1500N 800E SWc 00136
Meisch, David Neely, Mark S. 3275142 3207921
120892742100 129541 02/24/87 19-39N-07E 2150N 520E SWc 00128
Sachen, Joe Wei rich, William Theodore 3274865 3208570
120892723900 127414 10/09/86 19-39N-07E 1060N 960E SWc 00160
Samuel Construction Co., Inc. Knierim, Phillip E. 3275300 3207482
120892678000 121511 11/15/85 19-39N-07E 1450N 400E SWc 00200
Schmitt, Gary Stone, James R. 3274742 3207869
120892778600 134351 08/13/87 19-39N-07E NE SW 00170
Simon, George Neely, Harry C. 327542$ 3208388
120890125300 014916 19-39N-07E W2NESW QQQ75
THEODORE POSS LOCKPORT 3275099 3208401
120892882800 095695 08/22/80 19-39N-07E 1600N 900E SWc Q017Q
Thomon, Mr. & Mrs. W. E. Neely, Mark S. 3275242 3208021
120892882900 114440 08/28/84 19-39N-07E 1500N 100E SWc 00140











































































Mark Vn Corp 1
120892883000 059312 04/21/77






















Layne Western Co., Inc.














20-39N-07E 800? 1300E NWc
































































120892487000 074912 05/31/78 21-39N-07E
DENNIS RICHMOND K AND K
120890219300 000000 02/01/85 21-39N-07E



















120892883300 084202 03/26/79 21-39N-07E 105QN
Knierim, PhilLong, George
120890219400 000000 21-39N-07E
PAN AMERICAN SEED CO - GEO J B
120892662400 118729 06/28/85 21-39N-07E 570N












































120892691600 123557 05/06/86 23-39N-07E 251QN2320E SWc
Rollins, Gary Kmenm, Phillip E.
120892446700 071781 07/15/78 23-39N-07E


















120892883400 112047 04/25/84 24-39N-07E 240QN 500E SWc

































120892776600 133959 07/27/87 25-39N-07E Q
.




































































120892987200 082031 11/16/78 27-39N-07E SENE
DAVE NEBEL K AND K
120890219500 032501 08/27/74 27-39N-07E
KIRK BROS K AND K
120890008500 000000 27-39N-07E NESE<






MRS C A CREGO NEELY




























































































































































































29-39N-07E 1150S 1050E NWc
Ward, Delbert G.
29-39N-07E 50QS 1050E NWc
Knierim, Phillip E.
29-39N-07E 1050S 1100E NWc
Ward, Delbert G.
29-39N-07E 900S 900E NWc
Ward, Delbert G.
29-39N-07E 350S1750E NWc
Knierim, Phi 11 ip E.
29-39N-07E 1200S 1300E NWc
Ward, Delbert G.






































































































































































Knienm, Phi Hip E.
120892758900 135011 05/20/87 29-39N-07E






























































































120892779100 134361 08/13/87 31-39N-Q7E p
Moore, Rick #1 Weir ten, William Theodore
120892885200 101007 08/19/81 31-39N-07E 260QN, .450E SWc



























































32-39N-07E 21 ON 300W SEc
Pitz, John W.
32-39N-07E





32-39N-07E 2080N 2060E SWc
Neely, Mark S.
32-39N-07E 400N 2600W SEc
Ward, Delbert G.





















































































































Ji?S??«!, 122729 03/26/86 B-JI!i%
120890137900 000000
1 1 1 Geol Survey
960S 1370E NWc
33-39N-07E 4600S 4100E













120892203500 021964 34-39N-07E 200S 250E
ALEXANDER- LECK PITZ
12089003970Q 000000 34-39N-07E 750N 1250E
Brunch ze J C






















































































































120892679400 121557 1V19/85 35-39N-07E 175QN 200W







3296060" 3 1965 17
















M PAUL AND H BOECKER
mm 01-39N-08E ****
120892488800 092321 01/08/80






























































01-39N-08E 1600N 1400E SWc































































Geneva Test Hole #3-86
120892698000 000000 06/06/86
Geneva, City of »8
120892405900 067823 12/07/77
PALMER JOHNSON




05-39N-08E 125N 150E SWc
Layne-Western Company, Inc.

























06-39N-08E 2100N 250W SEc
















07-39N-08E 750S 2400W NEc
Wellendorf, Rodney
07-39N-08E 1200S 1850W NEc
Ward, Delbert G.
07-39N-08E 10QS 1510W NEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
07-39N-08E 150QS 2400W NEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
07-39N-08E 800S 2120W NEc
Neely, Harry C.
NE















120892488900 085103 05/02/79 07-39N-08E
DAVID CONST SENFFNER
120892734400 128527 12/02/86 07-39N-08E 116QS 2200U NEc
Knierim, Phillip E.Fasse Bui tders






Knierim, Phi Hip E.
SE NE
500 128524 12/02/86 07-39N-08E 400S 1830W NEc
Inc/Hoffman, Dave Knierim, Phillip E.
120892783900 134919 09/02/87 07-39N-08E Q_ , .
Geneva Home Builders Knierim, Phillip E.
120892885900 113830 07/31/84 07-39N-08E 400S 1800E NUc
Gionetto, Tony Ward, Delbert G.
1208928860Q0 079564 09/18/78 07-39N-08E 1400S 1450E NWc
Hanson, Cliff Rediger, Dan
120892745500 130005 03/17/87 07-3?N-08E 60S 300E NWc SE NE
Johnston Mrs. Candy Liberg, Paul Evan
120892730000 128013 11/14/86 07-3?N-08E 200?
,
60W NEc SE NU
Keim, Joe Builders Liberg, Patrick A.
120892448200 078871 09/01/78 07-39N-08E
NICK TALERICO/LES-NICK RE DUPAGE PUMP
120892778800 134358 08/13/87 07-39N-Q8E n
.
Roak, Andy #1 Ueirich, William Theodore
120892886100 107920 07/06/83 07-39N-08E 1500S
Smudde, Mark Pitz, John W.




120892678100 121432 11/13/85 07-39N-08E 150QS1650W




















K & K Well Drilling
08-39N-08E 2450S 2100W
K AND K
120892355100 061654 11/02/77 08-39N-08E
FRANK HUPE K AND K
08-39N-08E120890220100 000000
GENEVA FLOWER FARM
120890220200 000000 10/01/66 08-39N-08E
GENEVA FLOWER FARM
120890220300 025998 10/15/73 08-39N-08E
HARRY EDWARDS
120892252400 000000
ill Div Of Hwys B-3
i00 000000
Div Of Hwys B-4
120892252500 000000
111 Div Of Hwys B-5
S00 000000
Div Of Hwys B-6
120892252700 000000
ill Div Of Hwys B-7







SPEEDWAY DISPOSAL AND TRUCKING GELTZ




Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-39N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-39N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-39N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-39N-08E

































































Cnruck S D A
09-39N-08E Q






















120892806700 137890 12/03/87 10-39N-08E Q





























ILL YOUTH CENTER, GENEVA
120890278900 000000 01/01/06
ILL YOUTH CENTER, GENEVA
120890278800 000000 01/01/53
ILL YOUTH CENTER, GENEVA
120890220600 000000
KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE
120890220700 000000 01/01/37
KANE CO HOME NO. 1
120890220800 000000








Kane Co Farm B-1
120892279600 000000
































Wei rich, William Theodo
120892886400 101639 10/05/81
120892649100.116449 01/21/85 11 -39N-Q8E .0. L SE SE SWQQI 2Q_ „„,
,
Midway Landfill Weirich, William Theodore 3327316 3218831
120890279000 000000 01/01/53 11-39N-08E





120890279200 000000 01/01/53 11-39N-08E
STATE TRAINING SCHOOL
120890220900 000000
WASTE MGMT OF ILL
120890221000 000000



























































120892355300 058010 08/29/77 12-39N-08E










120892489000 087323 07/03/79 12-39N-08E






120892355400 055567 12/09/76 12-39N-08E
GEO LUMBER AND EXCAVATING FYKES
120892355200 061391 06/01/77 12-39N-08E
GEO MCKINNEY DUPAGE PUMP
120892750100 130586 03/31/87 12-3?N-08E 328N 110E SWc













120892886500 106526 03/22/83 12-39N-08E 2300S 1700E NWc
Kiefert, Peter Ward, Delbert G.
120892420200 070874 01/23/78 12-39N-08E



















































12-39N-Q8E .0.0 SW SW





















































Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 440S 600W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 440S 400W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 440S 200W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 325S 200W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 325S 400W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 325S 600W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 325S 800W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 225S 650W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
13-39N-08E 50? 2500W NEC










































































































































120892489200 050415 08/02/76 16-39N-08E
ALLENDALE DEVELOPMENT FYKES


















































F AND L CONST
120892355700 062782
















































































Ward, Del t G.






































17-39N-08E 200N 1100E SWc

























































































120892801100 137402 11/17/87 17-39N-08E






120892755700 131647 05/14/87 17-39N-08E ,0



















Knierim, Phi Hip E.
SE M t^
120892790200 135981 10/02/87
Boggs, Matthew & Louise
18-39N-08E
Neely, Harry C,






12 >00 123919 05/21/86
H Builders
18-39N-08E 44QN .310W SEc
Knierim, Phi I lip E.





















18-39N-08E 60QN, .500W SEc
Knierim, Phillip E.
18-39N-Q8E 63QN. 25QW SEc
Ueirich, William Theodore
18-39N-08E 0, . 0, SW














18-39N-08E 150N 1450W SEc
Neely, Mark S.














12Q892759100 131995 05/20/87 18-39N-Q8E p NW SE
Kuipers, Wade #1 Wei rich, William Theodore
18-39N-Q8E 5Q0N. 50l
Wei rich, Wi lliam
18-39N-08E 300N 760W SE(







12089268^500 122423 03/05/86 1
ore
Bore


































N-08E 620N. 0W SEc
Wei rich, William Theodore
18-39N-08E 1200N 1500W
Layne Western Co., Inc.















































































































































































































































20-39N-08E 20QN 1500E SWc






20-39N-08E 24Q0S 2100W NEc
Wei rich, William Theodore



























































B-4 Layne Western Co., Inc.
21-39N-08E

















07/17/81 21-39N-08E NW SW 00Q78







K & K WELL DRLG
120890279700 000000 01/01/46 21-39N-08E
FURNACE ELEVATOR CO R FEVERBOOM
120890279800 000000 21-39N-08E
FURNAS ELECTRIC CO.
120892668400 119861 08/22/85 21-39N-08E 150QN 1400W
Liden, Oliver Kmerim, Phillip E.
120890056500 007843 21-39N-08E SUc




































120892652900 117493 04/26/85 21-39N-08E 0. L NE SW NW 0012Q ,





















120892490100 081677 11/18/78 22-39N-08E
I KIRK KiK WELL DRLG
120892490200 089037 08/23/74 22-39N-08E
MONTESSORT LEARNING CENTER PITZ
120890280000 000000 01/01/49 22-39N-08E




















































^|3 _00092$ 04 5212889




















































































































120892703400 125049 07/03/86 26-3?N-08E 2330S 500E NWc








































26-39N-Q8E 350N. 850W SEc
Wei rich, William Theodor
26-39N-08E
Neely & Etal
26-39N-08E 205QS 500E NWc





















































































































































































































































































































































27-39N-08E 300S 80E NWc NE NW 00 130
Pitz, John W. 3321258 3207486
27-39N-08E 2600N 1600W
Miller H H
27-39N-Q8E 18Q0N 450E SWc
Weirich, William Theodor
27-39N-08E 450N 25E
















































29-39N-08E 1700? 400E NWc






















29-39N-08E 1000? 100E NWc





























29-39N-08E 800? 0E NWc



































Weinch, William Theodore 3309801 3205165
29-39N-08E SWNWS
PALMER 3
29-39N-08E 100? 180QE NWc
Knienm, Phi Hip E.
29-39N-08E
DUPAGE PUMP
29-39N-08E 1400? . 0E NWc



















29-39N-08E 1800N. .600E SWc
















































































































Weinch, Wi lliam Theodor

















































































30-39N-08E 210S 320E NWc NE NE SE QQ15Q m.,„


































30-39N-08E 1600? , .640U NEC












































































































































31-3?N-08E 80S 170W NEc NW NE NE QQ14Q































120892888800 096090 09/12/80 32-39N-08E
Aurora S.D.A. Church
120892273400 000000
Company & K. Stoffel B-4
120892273500 000QQ0
Company & K. Stoffel B-5
120890010200 000000
F LLOYD JONES
Knienm, Phi llip E.
32-39N-08E
Layne Western Co Inc.
32-39N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
32-39N-08E 2250S 300W
PITZ



















































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
34-39N-08E 1300N 1300W
34-39N-08E






































































































































21 Engineers, Corp. of
36-39N-08E ON 2700E






































120892420700 061266 12/21/77 01-40N-06E










120892889100 105815 12/08/82 01-40N-06E 100S 1650W NEc








































































































































120892766100 132853 06/19/87 06-40N-06E
Harrolle, Roger Stone, Ronald
120892659400 118328 06/10/85


















06-40N-06E 50QS 800E NWc












































































120890223200 057041 02/24/77 08-40N-06E
LARRY PETERSON TYRRELL
120890223300 018954 07/19/72 08-4QN-06E
PORTER BROS PITZ
120892365600 056689 02/08/77 08-40N-Q6E















120892288200 044941 09-4QN-06E 280S
IRV1N BRUMMEL SISSON
120892449500 079565 10/01/78 09-40N-06E
JOE FIDLER REDIGER


























120892743100 129664 03/10/87 10-40N-06E 80QN 2460W SEc








































5^8e^u?^? Rona6^?8/26/86 ,*1JfiSf i HSLnfflllfti" NE !^oW?249534
1208927Q9100 125690 08/01/86 10-40N-06E 1?0N 160W.SEC NE SW




120892673200 120843 10/11/85 10-40N-06E 13Q0N 2500E.SWC
















120892889800 090984 10/26/79 10-40N-Q6E


























































































































































































































































































































































Medernack Marc 1 1 us
120892642800 1|6882 03/21/85














15-40N-06E 3Q0S 2400E NWc











































17-40N-06E NE SW NE 00248






















JOHN AND COLLETTE THEURER
120890223600 005474 01/01/68















120892670900 120247 09/13/85 19-40N-06E
R J JURCA NEELY
SENEftiWl 238723
mm 20-40N-06E ****





















Vickery Drlg. Co., Inc.













































































120890223800 000000 01/01/36 26-40N-06E
CARROLL HANSON RIEKE
120890074100 000000 26-40N-06E







120892449900 075312 06/01/78 27-40N-06E
LES SCHRAMER REDIGER
120892890400 097847 12/12/80 27-4QN-06E 50N 2500W SEc














120892450000 075237 06/08/78 29-40N-06E
BENJAMIN VIOLA*" DUPAGE PUMP
SESWS
jirasras «4215 07/3V87 "must. is-mi?y" Nw mMi***
120892656500
Harmon, Leroy










120892367100 063564 07/15/77 29-40N-06E
L VIDLAK DUPAGE PUMP
120890019300 000000
Ols[sen Marcus
29-40N-Q6E . Q ELc




















120892659800 118403 06/14/85 29-4QN-06E 260S 210W NEc NU SE
Porter, George
120892406700 057061 02/24/77 29-40N-06E
RON GULLSTRAND STONE









Layne Western Co., Inc. \um-t
120892766200 132749 06/18/87 30-40N-06E
Nat. Bank & Trust, Dayton Farm Stone, James R.
120892699400 124456 06/09/86 30-40N-06E 160S 160E NUc SE
Paulak, Joe

































120892492400 079724 09/20/78 32-40N-06E
DR CARL OLSON STONE
120892406800 055725 12/10/76 32-40N-06E
EDWARD ADSHADE STONE
120892450100 074418 05/18/78 32-40N-06E
KOHLER BROS STONE
120892890500 092785 02/27/80 32-40N-06E 200N 200W SEc






































120892492500 089508 09/07/79 35-40N-06E
AL BOREN KNIERIM
120892421100 069177 02/28/78 35-40N-06E



























120892450200 073718 09/13/78 35-40N-06E
ELVIN BOREN K AND K
120892367200 064652 09/07/77 35-40N-06E
ELVIN BOREN K AND K
120892367300 064735 12/07/77 35-40N-06E
ELVIN BOREN K AND K
120892367400 059217 04/01/77 35-40N-06E
GEORGE DROESEN NEELY










)0 073587 04/27/78 35-40N-06E
>N DUPAGE PUMP
120892686100 122399 02/27/86 35-40N-06E Q







2890600 095006 07/23/80 35-40N-06E 1000N 1600E SUc
127085 09/23/86 35-40N-Q6E . Q






































1203901 1330Q 000000 35-40N-06E 1400S 300E8 0
obst Frank
120892890700 0?3098 03/21/80 35-40N-06E 2450N, .300U SEc














































































120892806300 137767 12/01/87 01-40N-07E


































01-40N-07E NE NE NE 00101






























120892798200 136891 11/03/87 02-40N-Q7E











Son Senffner, Alan James
136892 11/03/87 02-40N-Q7E
Son Senffner, Alan James
138727 12/29/87 02-40N-07E
Son Senffner, Alan James
120892798000 136889 11/03/87 02-40N-07E

















































































































03-40N-Q7E 60QN 2350W SEc
Ueirich, William Theodore
03-40N-07E 85QN 100W SEc
Knienm, Phillip E.



















































































































































































































































04-40N-07E 210QN 1050W SEc


































































120892451100 071565 05/04/78 05-40N-07E









































































120892911700 098260 01/26/81 07-40N-07E 700S 1600W NEc





































120892421200 067344 05/25/78 09-40N-07E
GEORGE MORARC1K < AND K
120892911900 107571 06/13/83 09-40N-07E 1150N
Green, William D. Neely, Mark S.
120892911800 108113 07/03/83 09-40N-07E 650N 1100E SWc











A BOREN LOT 13
120890184500,021705
A BOREN LOT 5
120890184400 021 883„AIRHART CONST LOT 166
120892288700 045443
ALLEN BLDRS LOT 148
10-40N-07E
K & K WELL DRLG
10-40N-07E
K ft K WELL DRLG
10-4QN-07E
K ft K WELL DRLG
10-40N-07E 1550N 2550E
DUPAGE PUMP
120892912000 111097 01/30/84 10-40N-07E 2400S 1600E NWc
Anderson, Don Ward, Delbert G.
120892912100 098177 01/19/81 10-40N-07E 2050S 1650E NWc
Anderson, Don Senffner, Alan James
120892493800 079771 09/21/78 10-40N-07E 1000N 950W SEc










120892912300 093982 05/21/80 10-40N-07E 145
Arnold, Richard C. Mr. & Mrs. Neely, Mark
120892786500 135199 09/17/87 10-40N-07E
Arnt, Richard Wellendorf, Rodney
850E SWc
SW
120892494900 083199 01/29/79 10-40N-07E
B HOMAN LOT 85 A SENFFNER
120892421500 066988 02/06/78 10-4QN-07E.
120897405400 074054 05/09/78 10-40N
BROOOKSIDE ENTERPRISES DUPAGE PUMP
120890102100 009694
BRUCE WARNING
1 208927471 00 1 30 170 03/24/87
Baldwin Builders
120892692100 123711 05/13/86 10
Ballard, H. H. & Sons
120892730400 128087 11/14/86 10-40N-Q7




































he-07E 440N 440W SEc NE SW
-9. - Q. SW
Wi I ham Theodore
120892755900 131652 05/14/87 10-40N-07E
Besch Homes Neely, Mark S.





3300 133370 07/13/87 10-40N-07E
Wellendorf, Rodney
SE
120892655200.117762 05/10/85 10-40N-07E 600N 2200E SWc
Borman, William Rob, Ronald Gene
12089265270Q 117504 04/26/85 10-40N-07E 2100N 1900W SEc
Brubaker, Richard Neely, Mark S.
120892289100 042291
C SCHARNWEBER LOT 28
10-40N-07E 2250S 1450E
DUPAGE PUMP
120892368700 063559 07/15/77 10-40N-07E








CHATUEA HOMES LOT 114
120892451300 075214 06/08/78 10-40N-Q7E
COUNTRY VALLEY HOMES LIBERG
120892732100 128249 11/21/86 10-40N-07E
Carrie Energy & Developing Inc Wellendorf, Rodney
120892912400 101634 10/02/81 10-4QN-07E 1450N 2100W SEc
Centafante, Rudolph Liberg, Patrick A.
120892692200 123772 05/15/86 10-40N-07E 1525N 2450E SWc
Central Development/Zabinsky Knierim, Phillip E.
120892811300 138667 12/29/87 10-40N-07E
Cronin-Havhcek Builders Liberg, Thomas P.
120890185100 025154
D LESNICK LOT 110
10-40N-07E
K ft K WELL DRLG
120892421700 070518 01/25/78 10-4QN-07E


















































120892720000 1270 10 09/23/86
DuWest Construction
120892216200 028293


















F MATTYS LOT 15
120892369600 069841 12/02/77
FRANK NICODEM AND ASSOC
120892706400 125553 07/29/86



































































2400E NWc10-40N-Q7E 2340S W






Weirich, Wi 11 lam Theodore
10-4QN-07E 2220N 1940E SWc
Liberg, Thomas P.
10-4QN-07E 330S 2450E




































































































10-40N-07E 220S 440W NEC SW SW NE 00680.,^. „






























































10-40N-07E 900N 1950E SWc
Knierim, Max
10-40N-07E
, 0. . . NW
Knierim, Phillip E.
10-40N-07E 1400N 2500E SWc
Wellendorf, Rodney
10-4QN-07E 1620S 1080E NWc
Pitz, John W.
10-4QN-07E 1350S 2250E

































10-40N-Q7E 2400N 1400E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
10-40N-07E 1000N 2100E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
10-40N-Q7E 1900N 2000E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
10-40N-07E 2600S 1950W NEc
Senffner, Alan James






















JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892494500 083692 02/27/79
JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892494700 092373 01/14/80
JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892495100 060961 05/20/77
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON BL&R
120892368500 058750 05/03/77
JOHNSON BLDRS LOT 8
120892913300 078783 Q8/31/78



















K & K WELL DLRG
10-40N-07E






















































































































































m 92289000 045050lY MAAG



















































































R HENSON LOT 44
120892368200 067343 11/15/77
R HEREK LOT 124
120892421400 069603 03/08/78





















«?M}n. 20°W NEC 3293«253184
10-40N : 07E 13Q0S 200W NEc 00230
766 3
10-40N-07E 450S 1450W
10-40N-07E 1300S 1100W NEc
Ward, Delbert G.


















R HOMAN LOT l5!
120892368400 060257 10/07/77















K & K WELL DLRG
10-4QN-07E
K & K WELL DRLG
10-4QN-07E
























































K & K WELL DRLG
120892359700 055314
R RICHARDS LOT 41
12/10/76 10-40N-07E


































120892369300 064740 08/04/77 H
10-40N-07E





























































































T C O CO LOT 2
120892368600 062995 10/23/77




































































10-40N-07E 1860? 2000W NEc
Knienm, Phi Hip E.
10-40N-07E a
Knienm, Phillip E.
Knienm, Phi I lip E.
10-4QN-Q7E p
Knienm, Phil

















































120892710400 125750 08/05/86 10-40N-07E 1320N 2040E
Terberi, Raplh Liberg, Thomas P.
1208?2748900 130522 03/27/87 10-40N-Q7E NE SE NW 00235




W A JOHNSON LOT 135
120892231600 033706





































































°«r£ liia. P°5E SWC SE SE iW7i°§249230
3292§71 3252549



















































































































11-4QN-07E 250S 300E NWc
Pitz, John W.
11-4QN-07E 50N 700E SWc
Liberg, Patrick A.
11-40N-07E 108QN 2400E SWc
Knierim, Phi 11 ip E.
11-40N-07E









11-40N-07E 2000N 2040E SWc
Neely, Hark S.












































































































































, John & Son
$92914400 113956 08/03/84
I. John & Son
120892914200 113957 08/03/84
Hall, John & Son
120892798400 136895 11/03/87
Hall, John & Son
120892914100 113004 06/19/84
























































































































































Kmenm, Phi Hip E.
2-40N-07E 1200S 400E NUc
Rob, Ronald Gene
2-40N-07E 1200S 200E NUc
fner, Ala





























































120892914500 108171 07/15/83 12-40N-Q7E













120892775400 133578 07/21/87 12-40N-07E .
Krai, T. T. Wellendorf, Rodney
120892811500 138467 12/28/87 12-40N-07E
Krai, T. T. Wellendorf, Rodney
120892740300 129310 02/04/87 12-40N-07E
Krai, T. T. Builders, inc. Wellendorf, Rodney
120892740400 129311 02/04/87 12-40N-07E ,
Krai, T. f. Builders, Inc. Wellendorf, Rodney
120892717200 126645 09/09/86 12-40N-07E 500S 1310E NWc
Krai, T. T. Builders, Inc. Wellendorf, Rodney
120892703500 125050 07/03/86 12-40N-07E 1400S 2520W NEc
Michaelsen, Jim Pitz, John W.
120892675400 121127 10/25/85 12-40N-07E 700S 600W NEc







2677600 121365 11/07/85 12-40N-07E 1300S 1900E NWc
nonik, Joseph Wellendorf, Rodney
600S 1850W
120892452400 070014 12/07/77 12-40N-07E
ROBERT SAND ST ROM LI BERG
120892914600 09823Q 01/21/81 12-40N-07E 300? .250E NWc
Sho-Deen Construction Co., Inc Knierim, Phillip E.
120892452300 052083 09/13/76 12-40N-07E
WH PERKINS BLDR KNIERIM
120892690700 123243 04/22/86 12-40N-07E 1100S 900E NWc
Williams, Jeff Builders Wellendorf, Rodney
120892697000 124088 05/30/86 12-40N-07E 360S 940E NWc





































































Brown, Mike Bui Ider
120892915900 1Q2656 02/18/82













120892752100 130918 04/17/87 13-40N-07E
Central Develop. /Owner-Risti'





13-40N-07E 1900N 1275E SWc
Wellendorf, Rodney
13-40N-07E 1400S 1450E NWc
Senffner, Alan James






13-40N-07E 1450S 1700W NEC
Ward, Delbert G.
13-40N-07E 2150N 700E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 2000S 500E NWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 2450S 2250E NWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 2600N 500E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 1950S 1650E NWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-Q7E 2050N 1150E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 2050N 700E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 2100S 2050E NWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 2100S 1250E NWc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-Q7E 1700S 1900E NWc
Senffner, Alan James




































































































13-40N-Q7E . QL NU NE











120892800200 137075 11/06/87 13-40N-07E












Geneva Home Bui Ider
120892730500 128019 11/14/86
Geneva Home Bui Iders
120892730600 128020 11/14/86
Geneva Home Bui Iders
120892916100 103293 04/30/82
Geneva Home Bui Iders
120892916200 104812 09/16/82
Gould, Robert Builders, Inc.
120892703700 124977 07/02/86























JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892453000 071756 03/07/78




Knierim, Phi Hip E.




13-40N-07E 1900S 1300E NWc
Uellendorf, Rodney
13-40N-07E 1100S 2800W NEc
Uellendorf, Rodney
13-40N-07E 0.0 NU NU
Knierim, Phi Hip E.













































13-40N-07E IION^ 550E SUc NU SU SW0Q220
, zanSisson, Edward H. 3299939 3244689
13-40N-07E 22 OS 440E NUc SU SU
Sisson, Edward H.









13-40N-07E 1680N 740E SW
Wei rich, William Theod<
13-40N-07E 2480N 330E SUc
Wei rich, William Theodore
13-40N-07E 2700S 100E NUc
Uard, Delbert G.
30U NEc SE SE13-40N-O7E 80S
Pitz, John U.
13-40N-07E 2350N 1600E SUc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-Q7E 18O0S 2000E NUc
Senffner, Alan James
13-40N-07E 1950S 1150E NUc
Senffner, Alan James






























































































La Fox Construction Corp.
13-40N-07E 50N 2200U
REDIGER
13-40N-07E 100S 16O0E NUc
Liberg, John Daryl

















13-40N-07E 1400N 420E SUc
Uellendorf, Rodney
13-40N-07E 1460N 620E SUc
Uellendorf, Rodney

















120892916900 111936 04/17/84 13-40N-07E 2300N
Lakewest Builders Ward, Delbert
120892496600 078355 08/18/78 13-40N-07E
MARVIN SHAFFER SISSON
120892452500 077206 07/21/78 13-40N-07E
HIKE BROUN BLDR DUPAGE PUMP
120892778000 134153 07/31/87 13-40N-07E
400E SUc
Manley Built Homes Kmerim, Phi Hip E.
120892,684790 121803 12/16/85 13-40N-07E 2400N 900E SUc
HcLeod Builders




120892654300 117631 05/03/85 13-40N-07E
McMahon, Patrick Rob, Ronald Gene
120892926500 088690 08/14/79 13-40N-07E







120892691000 123254 04/22/86 13-40N-07I
Petti nato, Pat leni
120892725900.127525 10/23/86 13-40N-07E 2560? 1150E NUc
Right Uay Builders/Paul Carrol Knierim, Phillip E.
120892926600 098207 01/21/81 13-40N-Q7E 1950S 800E NUc
Rullo, Alexander Senffner, Alan James
120892926800 096799 10/21/80 13-40N-07E 200$ 800E NUc
Showcase Builders, Ltd. Liberg, Patrick A.
120892926700,096798 10/21/80 13-40N-07E 1700$ 1500E NUc
Showcase Builders, Ltd. Liberg, Patrick A.
120892926900 101144 08/27/81 13-40N-07E 1850N 600E SUc
Smith, Leigh ton F. Neely, Mark S.
120892927000 115667 11/01/84 13-40N-07E .
Snyder, George Knierim, Phil
2300E NUc
lip E.
120992674600 121063 10/23/85 13-40N-07E 200N 400U SEc
Springwood Builders Uellendorf, Rodney
120892657000 117871 05/20/85 13-40N-07E 200N 1000U SEc
Rob, Ronald GeneSpringwood Builders
120892927100 101202 09/01/81 13-40N-07E
Sweeney Builders %Mike Sweeney r
1700E NUc





120892927200 096549 10/07/80 13-40N-07E 300S 150U NEc
Verner, Don Neely, Mark S.
120892422000 071754 03/07/78 13-40N-07E
U DOORNBOSCH BLDR DUPAGE PUMP
120892927500 091902 12/05/79 13-40N-07E 900N 150U SEc
Uessel Construction Co. Neely, Harry C.
120892927300 110682 12/02/83 13-40N-07E 500N 600U SEc
Uessel, Jean Pitz, John U.
120892927600 106212 02/17/83 13-40N-07E 550N 600U SEc
Uessel, Jean Pitz, John U.
120892927400 112216 05/03/84 13-40N-07E 400N 300U SEc
Uessel. Jean Pitz, John U.
















































































































































































































JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892370900 063007 06/29/77
JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892453400 078873 09/01/78
JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892422400 071758 03/07/78
JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892422300 071757 03/07/78
JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892423700 070208 12/14/77
JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892360200 051878 09/07/76





























































































































































































































































Man ley Bui It Homes
120890033700 031724
NEIL OLSON



































































































































































































































120892422700 067115 04/18/78 15-40N-07E

















































FRANK NICOOEH AND ASSOC
120892372300 063166 07/05/77
FRANK NICOOEH AND ASSOC
120892759800 131912 05/19/87








































Ueirich, William Theodore 3290130 3247572
su NE

















































Wo rich, William Theodore
15-40N-07E 1300N 1900E
DUPAGE PUMP
15-40N-07E 105QS 2200E NWc














15-40N-07E 180QS 700W NEc












































































































































120892497500 082322 11/21/78 16-40N-07E
ALLAN BLDRS K AND K
120892497600 082323 11/21/78 16-40N-07E
ALLAN BLDRS K AND K
120892454500 073908 05/04/78 16-40N-Q7E
ALLEN BLDRS DUPAGE PUMP
120890226000 008770 12/01/69 16-40N-07E
ALLEN LINEl\ REDIGER








Layne Western Co., Inc.
16-40N-07E 275N 1250E
K AND K
















Layne Western Co. Inc.
120892759900 131915 05/19/87 16-40N-07E
Fletcher, Nancy Wellendorf, Rodney
120892454600 068297 05/15/78 16-40N-07E
GALLANT HOMES K AND K
120892928200 101204 09/01/81 16-40N-Q7E 950S 1450W NEc
Grossman, Cynthia Senffner, Alan James
120892497800 082319 11/21/78 16-40N-07E





120892497700 086766 06/15/79 16-40N-07E
LIFESTYLE BLDRS KNIERIM

















































120892649600 116787 03/12/85 16-40N-07E 600S 2500W NEc











K & K Well Drilling
120892779700 134416 08/13/87 16-40N-07E
Tristano, Thomas Wellendorf, Rodney
120892375200 056124 01/04/77 16-40N-07E
WARNER DUTLI DUPAGE PUMP
120892743700 129682 03/10/87 16-40N-07E
Walden, Mark J./Walden Builder Wellendorf, Rodney
120892290100 000000 16-4QN-07E 700$ 1?50W





















































































































































































































































































































































120892423100 069042 11/07/77 17-4QN-07E
TOM MCCURDY KN1ERIM
120892928600 103633 05/28/82 17-4QN-07E 2450N







120892673800 120773 10/10/85 17-4QN-07E
Walker Construction Sisson, Edward H
120892928700 092114 12/20/79 17-40N-07E 2000N




















































































FRANK NICOOEM AND ASSOC
120892374200 063628 07/18/77
















































































































120892407000 070793 01/18/78 18-40N-07E
^
FRANK NICODEH AND ASSOC DUPAGE PUMP
120892374700 063630 07/18/77 18-40N-07E
FRANK NICODEH AND ASSOC DUPAGE PUMP
120892456100 072435 03/30/78 18-40N-07E
FRANK NICODEM AND ASSOC DUPAGE PUMP
120892423200 072121 03/20/78 18-40N-07E
FRANK NICODEM AND ASSOC DUPAGE PUMP











1460N120892717400 126648 09/09/86 18-40N-07E .
Grondfeldt, Randy Wellendorf, Rodney
120890075500 000000 01/01/66 18-40N-07E
HENRY ALTPETER REDIGER
120892928800 098259 01/26/81














120892498900 083206 01/03/79 18-40N-07E
KANE CTY BLDR SENFFNER
120892498400 083210 01/03/79 18-40N-07E
KEITH REED SENFFNER
120892775500 133568 07/21/87 18-40N-O7E 330N 110E SWc
Kozlowski, Ed I l berg, Steven Scott
18-40N-07E 15N120890043600 000000
Lily Lake School 2
120892738200.128821 12/30/86 18-40N-07E
Lucks, Jeannine Neely, Mark S.
















120892928900 070872 01/23/78 18-40N-Q
Nicodem, Frank D. & Associates Senff






120892456200 077788 08/03/78 18-40N-07E
S AND S CUSTOM WOODWORKING DUPAGE PUMP
120892760000 131969 05/20/87 18-4QN-07E 220S 440E NWc




























































ne ne gyjfi; 245616
120892785800 135080 09/04/87 18-4QN-07E 0.
Sea Stream Co. Liberg, Patrick A.
120892785700 135079 09/04/87 18-4QN-07E
Sea Stream Co Liberg, Patrick A.
















924564QQ 068069 10/13/77 18-40N-07E
WESSEL CONS NEELY
120892456500 068070 10/13/77 18-40N-07E
WESSEL CONST NEELY
































4- SEASON CONST CO
20-40N-07E 2250N 700E
K AND K 3282m241156

120890226500 000000 11/07/78 20-40N-07E
ALLAN F SEBEK
120892500200 085932 05/23/79 20-40N-07E
ALLAN VOGT SENFFNER
120892929100 110128 10/25/83 20-4QN-07E 2500S 2400E NWc
Banlow, Ray Pitz, John W.
120892929200 094863 07/14/80 20-40N-07E 1500N, .950U SEc
Bulawa, Walter Knienm, Phillip E.
120892266400 000000 20-4QN-07E,
Burke Austin K & K Wei
120892456800 072425 03/30/78 20-40N-07E
CARL JOHANSON K AND K
120892375400 063438 11/22/77 20-40N-07E
CEMEO BLDRS K AND K
120892376500 060834 05/19/77 20-40N-07E
M 700EDn lung
CHUCK WILEY DUPAGE PUMP
120890226600 000000 01/01/50 20-40N-07E
CLIFTON BOWGREN PITZ
120892424200 067824 02/21/78 20-40N-07E
DAVID ROYER K AND K
120892375500 063439 09/07/77 20-40N-07E








DOM IN AND SONS
120892424000 063437 01/11/78 20-4QN-07E
DON PAULE K AND K
120892456900 068064 10/13/77 20-40N-07E





12089270680? 125237 Q7/16/86 20-40N-07E 24
Peter) Knienm, PDrendei; Ralph (Modaff,
120890110500 011235
20? .230W NEC







120892929300 102080 11/10/81 20-40N-07E 150S 2500E NWc














































120892376400 059311 04/21/70 20-40N-07E
GREG A SHEARD NEELY
120892756400 131574 05/12/87 20-40N-07E
Geneva Home Builders Rob, Ronald Gene
120892784300 134920 09/02/87 20-40N-07E Q
Geneva Home Builders Knienm, Phillip E.
120892792900 136091 10/08/87 20-40N-07E
Geneva Home Builders Knienm, Phillip E.
120892375600 060491 05/11/77 20-40N-07E
HARRISON CONST DUPAGE PUMP
120892423300 071760 03/07/78 20-40N-07E
HARRISON CONST DUPAGE PUMP
120892710500 125752 08/05/86 20-4QN-07E 2000S 1000W NEc






120892712600.126115 08/20/86 20-40N-07E 1940S
Hestrup, William E.
600E NWc
120892798600 136894 11/03/87 20-40N-07E
I.D.C. %Glen Peterson Senffner,
120892499300 079349 09/12/78 20-40N-07E
JAMES FRANKLIN STONE
120892375300 060015 07/18/77 20-40N-07E
JOE KEIM BLDRS K AND K




120892457200 072077 04/17/78 20-40N-07E
KARL WEBER NEELY






































120892929400.074775 05/26/78 20-40N-07E 2200S 150W NEc
Keim, Joe Builders Knienm, James
120892375700 047147 05/16/77 20-40N-07E
LEN CHAPP K AND K
120892756500 131601 05/12/87 20-40N-Q7E
120892457300 070273 12/15/78 20-40N-07E
MARK WEST NEELY
3283tm241222
































































































20-40N-07E 2100N 1150W SEc
Liberg, Patrick A.
20-4QN-07E 2000N 1250W SEc
Pitz, John W.






















































































































































































































































































































































120890227000 039579 07/23/75 21-40N-07E
AL ALBRECT DUPAGE PUMP
120892500300 082324 11/21/78 21-40N-07E
ALLAN BLDRS K AND K








































120892685200 122251 02/06/86 21-40N-07E 1775S 120QU NEc
Carrie Energy & Develop. Corp. Knierim, Phillip E.
120892625000 1?3876 p5/21/86 21-40N-07E 1450S 1000W NEc
Inc. Rob, Ronald GeneCarrie Energy & Develop, i
120892695200 123878 05/21/86 21-40N-07




594900 123875 05/21/86 21-40N-07E 700$ 1190W NEc
-arrie Energy & Develop. Inc. Rob, Ronald Gene
120892695100 123877 05/21/86 21-40N-07E 1900S 1200W NEc
Carrie Energy & Develop. Inc. Rob, Ronald Gene
120892730800,128038 11/14/86 21-40N-07E 1160? 36QW NEc
Central Devolpment/Fanna Knierim, Phillip E.
120892930400. 0991 82 04/10/81 21-40N-07E 1700S 750W NEc
Chaff leld Builders Senffner, Alan James
120892795400 136366 10/19/87 21-40N-07E Q
Collier, Jay Knierim, Phillip E.
120892766700 132751 06/18/87 21-40N-07E































































































































' lNDK AN K
1-4
PI



































































21-40N-07E 600S 1100U NEc
Senffner, Alan James
21-4QN-07E 2000N 400U
K & K Welt Drilling




21-40N-07E 0. L SEUeinch, William Theodore
21-40N-07E 1100? 1040E NUc
Knierim, Phi 11 ip E.
21-40N-07E 2250S1150E NUc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
21-40N-07E 180QN1620E SUc
Knierim, Phi 11 ip E.
21-40N-07E 1700N 2500E SUc
































































































K AND K "SSbtSSTWo
21-40N-07E 350N 1500U
K AND K 328587^243116
21-40N-07E 800N 1350U










120892458100 076788 07/13/78 21-40N-07E
GENEVA HOME BLDRS K AND K
120892500800 087371 07/03/79 21-40N-07E
GENEVA HOME BLDRS KNIERIM
sk;
1208926911Q0 123253 04/22/86 21-40
Garza, Mario
120892378400 060018 10/11/77 21-40N-07E
H AND B BLDRS K AND K
120892458200 076781
H AND B BLDRS




120892424500 072554 04/03/78 21-40N-Q7E
HEINRICH CONST LIBERG
120892376900 050949 08/13/76 21-40N-07E
HENRICH CONST KNIERIM
120892377800 065957 08/26/77 21-40N-07E
JAMES DALTON DUPAGE PUMP
120892377700 064570 08/02/77 21-40N-07E
JAMES DALTON DUPAGE PUMP
120892377600 062997 06/29/77 21-40N-07E
JAMES DALTON DUPAGE PUMP
120892377500 060481 05/11/77 21-40N-07E
JAMES DALTON DUPAGE PUMP
120892377900 067853 10/07/77 21-40N-07E







120892377300 058304 03/25/77 21-40N-07E
JAMES DALTON BLDR DUPAGE PUMP
120892457600 076772 07/13/78 21-40N-07E
JAMES DALTON BLDR DUPAGE PUMP
120892378000 067856 10/07/77 21-40N-07E
JAMES DALTON BLDR DUPAGE PUMP
120892500700 090795 10/19/79 21-40N-07E
JAMES FEUERBORN SENFFNER
120890227100 042376 01/13/76 21-40N-07E






120892500400 079735 09/21/78 21-40N-07E
JOE CUBALCHINI FYKES
120892424800 072122 03/20/78 21-40N-07E
JOE SINGH DUPAGE PUMP
120892458000 076498 07/06/78 21-40N-07E






120892501400 078096 08/11/78 21-40N-07E
JOHN NORTON FYKES
120892591500 084492 04/10/79 21-40N-07E
JOHN PEMBROKE SENFFNER
120892424700 071763 03/07/78 21-40N-07E
KAMMES BLDR DUPAGE PUMP
120892458400 078215 08/16/78 21-40N-07E
KEITH PECIMA K AND K
120892199100 026544 21-40N-07E
KENNETH U MALMAREN K AND K
120892248700 000000 21 -4(
Kimmet Lee K i

































































































120892695300 123999 05/23/86 21-4QN-07E 350N














120890227200 040735 09/25/75 21-40N-07E
MRS AUSTIN BURKE K AND K
120892700900 124606 06/19/86 21-40N-Q7E
Maddox Construction #1 Ueinch,
120892756700 131600 05/12/87 21-40N-Q7E
Maddox Construction U\ Wei rich,
120892756600 131599 05/12/87 21-40N-O7F
Maddox, Bob #1
120892698400
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
IN-07E 2J80N
NE












124404 06/06/86 21-40N-Q7E 2360? 1900E NWc
,










































































Oak Forest Homes, Inc.
120892654400 117629 05/03/85
Oak Forest Homes, Inc.
120892737100 128729 12/17/86

















































































07E 2540N 2040E SWc
Ronald Gene












07E Q 00E NWc
07E 2300S 2300E NWc
Ronald Gene
07E 1760S 1280E NWc
Ronald Gene







































21-40N-07E 1050? 650W NEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
-40N-07E NW





































































































































R A FAGANEL BLDRS
21-4QN-07E 2500N 2350E SWc
Pitz, John W.



























































































































K AND K 3285204 3242769
21-40N-07E 2400S 1700E















K AND K 328422% 3240849
21-40N-07E 1850S 100W



























































































































KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE
120892291100 039612
KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE
120892266800 038284
































22-40N-07E 2500N 1500E SWc
Neely, Harry C.




















120892750200,130577 03/31/87 22-40N-07E ,
. Q


































































































































































































120892424900 071762 03/07/78 23-40N-07E





120892379200 061686 06/06/77 23-40N-07E








JOHN HALL AND ASSOC
120892931200 106779 04/13/83 23-40N-Q7E
Joums, John #1 Wei rich,
120890227700 000000 23-40N-07E
KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE
120892777100 133917 07/27/87 23-40N-07E






















120892931300 105506 11/05/82 23-40N-07E 100N 1650E SWc






120892379400 056322 09/07/77 23-40N-07E





120892379500 058005 09/07/77 23-40N-07E














120892931400 104552 08/19/82 23-40N-Q7E
Mack, Gene Wei rich, Wi fll am Theodore
NW SE
120892770600 133119 06/30/87 23-40N-Q7E
Matulica, Andy #1 Weirich,
.0, . L SE SW
Wi lliam Theodore
120892931500 098059 01/05/81 23-40N-07E 750S 1450W NEc
McPartland, H. R. Neely, Mark S.
120892425000 067677 05/25/78 23-40N-07E
NICK NICKLA K AND K
120892330600 054274

















120892379700 062775 09/07/77 23-40N-07E
SEVILLE CORP K AND K
120892379600 060111 05/05/77 23-40N-07E
SEVILLE CORP K AND K
120892379800 062776 09/07/77 23-40N-07E








School Dist 303 2
120892806400 137784 12/01/87 23-4QN-07E
Slater, George Liberg, Patrick A.
120892749300 130525 03/27/87 23-40N-Q7E SW
Stewart, Harold #i Wei rich, William Theodore
120892931600 113527 07/20/84 23-40N-07E 700S 2300W NEc
Swanson, Rose Neely, Mark S.
2425100 069846 12/02/77 23-40N-07E




WASCO SCHOOL/SCHOOL DIST 303
120892274800 000000
Wasco Elem Schl B-1
120892274900 000000







Layne Western Co., Inc.
23-40N-07E


































































120892931700 112130 05/02/84 24-4QN-07E 500S 1100W NEc





































FRANK D NiCODEH, AND ASSOC
120892381900 064555 08/02/77











H & B Builders
120892360900 055384 12/03/76
H AND B BLDRS
120892459200 079681 09/20/78
H AND B BLDRS
120892382400 068820 11/22/77
H AND B BLDRS
120892382300 060017 10/11/77


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































24-40N-07E 210S 305E NWc
Pitz, John W.
24-40N-07E 300S 100W NEc
Pitz, John W.






































120892393300 064734 10/11/77 25-40N-07E
AL ALBAN0 K AND K
120890011500 000000 25-4QN-07E
120892932000 107712 06/17/83 25-40N-07E 1200N 1800E SWc





























120892592900 088904 08/17/79 25-40N-07E
CARL CHRISTENSON SENFFNER
120892382700 057240 03/02/77 25-40N-07E
CHARLES HOSSOCK SISSON
120892756800 131572 05/12/87 25-40N-07E
Carrie Energy & Develop. Inc. Rob, Ronald Gene
120892713200 126104 08/20/86 25-40N-07E





2220E SUc120892713100 126103 08/20/86 25-40N-07E 2240N
Carrie Energy S Develop., Inc. Rob, Ronald Gene
120892695500 123874 05/21/86 25-40N-07E 930N 2150E SUc
Carrie Energy Development, Inc Rob, Ronald Gene






120892382600 057422 03/07/77 25-40N-07E
DANKERT CONST DUPAGE PUMP
120892407400 070790 01/18/78 25-40N-07E
DAVID CONST DUPAGE PUMP
120892426700 071677 03/02/78 25-40N-07E
DAVID CONST DUPAGE PUMP
120892426800 073586 04/27/78 25-40N-07E
DAVID CONST DUPAGE PUMP
120892593100 084054 03/21/79 25-40N-07E
DAVID CONST SENFFNER
120892593000 083132 12/28/78 25-40N-07E
DAVID CONST WELLENDORF
120892427000 066653 04/20/78 25-40N-07E
DAVID SIMPSON K AND K
120892331000 047348
DOM IN AND SONS
25-40N-07E 1525S 1800E
DUPAGE PUMP
120892393100 059187 07/14/77 25-40N-07E
DOUG SAMUELSON K AND K
120892393000 055312 02/23/77 25-40N-07E
DOUG SAMUELSON K AND K
120892393200 060866 09/07/77 25-40N-07E
DOUG SAMUELSON K AND K
120892593400 085254 05/04/79 25-40N-07E
EDWARDS PUMP AND SUPPLY FYKES
120892593200 069540 11/23/77 25-40N-07E





120890227900 078445 09/13/78 25-40N-07E
FAIR SEASONS K AND K


















120892687000 122547 03/14/86 25-4QN-07E 1600N 1400E SWc
Hansen, Larry Liberg, Thomas P.
120892765600 132910 06/22/87 25-40N-07E 60N 200E SWc
Heinz, John Liberg, Patrick A.
120892662000 118613 06/25/85 25-4QN-07E 1300N 2100E SWc?
DllHo ing, Daniel Sisson, Edward H.
120890228000 000000 10/10/77 25-40N-07E
J RICHARD DEBEIR
120892592800 083107 12/28/78 25-40N-07E
JAMES ALDRIDGE SENFFNER









































































































































































































































































25-40N-Q7E 2300S 1400E NWc
Senffner, Alan James
25-40N-07E 130QN 2500E SWc









25-40N-07E 100QN 250QE SWc

























120892802700 137586 11/20/87 26-40N-07E ,
.
Q NW NE
Andreacchi Construction Kmenm, Phillip E.
120892681900 121879 12/27/85 26-40N-07E 1800? 1700E NWc








120892427300 069284 11/16/77 26-40N-07E
FREDERICKSON AND CO SISSON
120892780000 134344 08/13/87 26-40N-07E
Gallagher, Pat Neely, Mark S
120892794100 136274 10/15/87 26-40N-07E . L NWGerlach, Chuck #T Wei rich, William Theodore
120892932600 107951 07/06/83 26-40N-07E 1150S 2200E NWc
Grit ford. Jewel Ward, Delbert G.
120892932500 109719 10/05/83 26-40N-07E 1450S 2250E NWc
Grifford. Jewel Ward, Delbert G.
120892932700 097412 11/18/80 26-40N-07E 800S 2200E NWc
H & B Builders Senffner, Alan James
120892769700 132909 06/22/87 26-40N-O7E 100S 60W NEc SW NE
Heinz, Bruce Sisson, Edward H.




120892794200 136265 10/15/87 26-40N-07E
Johnson, Terry & Colleen Kmenm, Phillip E.
NW
SW120892788100 135386 09/24/87 26-40N-07E
.
Meyer, Tom Kmenm, Phillip E.
120892756900 131704 05/14/87 26-40N-07E 250N 100E SWc NW NE
Rauch, John Liberg, Thomas P.
120892811700 138673 12/29/87 26-40N-07E NW NE


































120892785900 135102 09/04/87 26-40N-07E 100N
Surjan, Jim Pitz, John W.
100E SWc NE NW
3295* J°^237305
120892735100 128641 12/04/86 26-40N-07E
Surjan, Jim Pitz, John W.
120890228200 097546 01/01/80 26-40N-07E NENWSW QQ14Q
TOM CASH IN WE1RICH 3295277 3235537
310S 410W NEc SE NW
32965 236921

120892750300 130587 03/31/87 26-40N-I
Thompson, Jim Libei
120892784500 134910 09/02/87 26-40N-07E
Windholz, Russ #1 Weirich, Willi


































120892784600 134909 09/02/87 27-40N-Q7E .0,. NW SE SE 0Q215„/4/o





















































































































































































Knienm, Phi 11 ip E.

























120892594300 088485 08/07/79 27-40N-07E
JAMES JACKSON SENFFNER
120892382900 063000 06/29/77 27-40N-07E
JAMES JOHNSON DUPAGE PUMP
120892786700 135198 09/17/87 27-40N-07E MWellenaorf, RodneyJohnson, Lester
120890011600 000000 27-40N-07E
KELLEY REDIGER
120892932900 109992 10/19/83 27-4QN-07E 200N
,
700E SWc
Kettell Gambino Construction Liberg, Patrick A.
120890228400 036962 04/14/75 27-40N-07E
LEE KIMMEL K AND K





MR AND MRS GEORGE MAXWELL
120890196100 024796
NEUMANN BLDRS

















































120892687100 122545 03/14/86 27-4QN-07E 11 OS 110W NEc
Steel, Richard Liberg, Thomas P.
120892809100 138285 12/21/87 27-40N-07E ,0
Strom, Peter Neely, Mark S.
120892791000 135983 10/02/87 27-40N-07E
Sweeney, James/ Jeanne tte, John Neely, Mark S.



















































































08/15/84 28-40N-07E 210QN, .200W SEc
Knierim, Phillip E.
























06/30/80 28-40N-07E 1600N 1200W SEc
Senffner, Alan James









































































Knienm, Phi I lip E.






29-4QN-07E 60N 110E SWc
Pitz, John U.

































120892594600 088738 08/15/79 30-40N-07E










































120892739400 129191 01/15/87 33-4QN-07E 60N
Thompson, George Pitz, John W.
SESEJEiWvl8l227987

































































































































































































































































Knierim, Phi Hip E.



















































































































St. Charles Home Builders #1
120892786900 135167 09/16/87




























































35-40N-07E 750N 1050E SWc
Pitz, John W.
35-40N-07E 100N 2100E SWc
Knierim, Phillip E.
35-40N-07E M .Wellendorf, Rodney
35-40N-07E 200N 650E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
500E NWc

























260W SEc SW SW ,^,.00220 ,„
omas P. 3295504 3228248
36-40N-07E
120892770700 133123 06/30/87 36-40N-07E .0.
.

























REINERT SAND AND GRAVEL CO
120890228900 000000 01/01/37



























Mi Her, J. P. Artesian
01-40N-08E 2400N 1500W
FETT





01-40N-08E 2000S 1000W NEc
O'Brien, Edward S.


























































































120892788200 135426 09/24/87 01-40N-08E
Wayne Disposal XJerry Krich Stone, Ronald D.
120892901900 082026 11/16/78 01-4QN-Q8E p
Wayne, Surrey Knienm, Phil
120892902000 096223 09/18/80 01-40N-08E 1700N 350W SEc
































120890229500 000000 03/10/71 02-40N-08E
EDWARD C ROSS
120892460800 070732 01/11/78 02-40N-08E
FRANK CLESEN AND SON STANLEY
120890167200 022964
FRANK CLESEN AND SON
120892332500 046974
FRANK CLESEN AND SON
120892902300 107981 06/06/83








H WEB LOT 2
120892267500 040854
































































































































































02-40N-08E 70QS 2520E NWc
Knienm, Phi Hip E.
02-40N-08E 2440? 1720E NWc














































































KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE
120892384000 066621 09/09/77



















































































































03-40N-08E 30QN 170QE SWc
Knienm, Phillip E.
03-40N-08E 210QN 100W SEc
Kmerim, Phillip E.













120892735300 128678 12/05/86 04-40N-08E SW
Besch, Kenneth E. Neely, Harry C.
120892902700 098844 03/23/81 04-40N-08E 2350N 1200E SWc C





















































































































































































Geneva Home Bui Iders
120892427900 069839 12/02/77
















































06-40N-08E 700N 500E SUc
Wellendorf, Rodney
06-40N-08E 880N 120E SUc
Wellendorf, Rodney



































































































































































































































120892384400 061685 06/06/77 06-40N-08E








































120892789400 135671 09/29/87 06-40N-08E
Man ley Built Homes, Inc.
141











120892742500 129456 02/20/87 06-40N-08E 0. . .
Nebel Brothers Construction Knierim, Phillip E.
120892775700 ,133574 07/21/87 06-40N-08E ,
Nielson Builders Wellendorf, Rodney
120892902900 056259 01/11/77 06-4QN-08E 1950S 1000W
Novay, At Pitz, John U.





































































120892384200 054572 11/09/76 06-40N-08E








































120892762900 132286 06/02/87 06-4QN-08E 130N
Schuver, David Pitz, John W.
120892797000 136678 10/26/87 06-4QN-08E




































120892428200 067971 10/11/77 06-40N-08E
WILL I AM R SAND LIBERG
120892595400 086065 05/29/79 06-40N-08E
WILLIAM STAHNKE DUPAGE PUMP
120892903000.104814 09/16/82 06-40N-08E
Walker, Dennis Ward, Delbert G.
120892662900 118838 07/08/85 06-40N-08E































































120892786100 135082 09/04/87 06-40N-08E 0. C






120892794500 136184 10/13/87 06-40N-08E SW
Westway Builders Knierim, Phillip E.
120892903100 101824 10/21/81 06-4QN-08E 250N 500E SWc



























































































07-4QN-08E 75N 310W SEc
Pitz, John W.
07-40N-08E1850S350W





07/29/86 07-40N-08E 1500N 1720W SEc
Wellendorf, Rodney
















03/17/80 07-40N-08E 2400N 1800E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
06/11/87 07-4QN-08E 220N 440E SWc
Liberg, Steven Scott
06/20/86 07-40N-08E 900N 800W SEc






























































































































































































R A FAGANEL BLDR
120892461700 071670 03/02/78












































07-40N-08E 1200N 1500W SEc
Ward, Delbert G.
















07-40N-08E 250N 1950W SEc
Senffner, Alan








































































































































































120892596700 083631 02/23/79 Q7-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS LI BERG
120892596200 080894 10/18/78 07-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS LI BERG
120892462600 076107 06/27/78 07-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS LI BERG
120892596800 083632 02/23/79 07-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS LI BERG
120892462800 079263 09/11/78 07-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS SISSON
120892462700 073146 04/17/78 07-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS SISSON
120892596600 081035 10/20/78 07-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS LIBERG
120892597000 080834 10/17/78 07-40N-08E
SPRINGWOOD BLDRS WELLENDORF

































07-40N-08E 2500N 1950W SEc
Liberg, Patrick A.
07-40N-08E 115S 210E NWc
Pitz, John W.


































































































Wei rich, William Theodore 3308949 3250730
WEg
isH<g08-40N-08EKNIERIM



























08-40N-08E 95N 120W SEc SW NW SW QQ25Q











120892598700 088762 08/16/79 09-40N-08E
CHARLES STEWARTr NEELY
12089238520C
D HESS LOT £
063860 08/18/77 09-40N-08E
K & K WELL DRLG
069547 01/17/78 09-4pN-C
D SAMUEL SON LOT K WELL DRLG
120892385500 067639 10/03/77 09-40N-08E

















D SAMUELSON LOT !
30 04/13/78 09-4QN-08E
j K & K WELL DRLG
120892463200 069544 03/31/78 09-40N-08E
,




K & K WELL DRLG
120892429400 069=
D SAMUELSON LOT I
i3 04/24/78 09-40N-08E
2 K & K WELL DRLG
120892429600 069546 04/27/78 09-4QN-08E
D SAMUELSON LOT 43 K & K WELL DRLG
120892385400 059190 09/07/77 09-4i
D SAMUELSON LOT 9 K i
)N-08E
. K WELL DRLG
120892428900 070424 04/12/78 09-40N-08E C
DOMIN AND SONS LOT 23 R WALLENDORF
120892597700 069541 11/29/77 09-40N-08E C
EDWARDS PUMP AND SUPPLY C FYKES
120892597800 069542.1 1/28/77 09:40N-Q8E
EDWARDS PUMP AND SUPPL1 C FYKES
120892598200 081673 11/20/78 09-40N-08E
EN VEE BLDRS K & K WELL DRLG
120892598400 080534 10/12/78 09-40N-08E
EN VEE BLDRS K & K WELL DRLG
120892598500 081671 10/04/79 09-40N-08E
EN VEE BLDRS K & K WELL DRLG
120892598300 081675 05/23/78 09-40N-08E
EN VEE BLDRS K & K WELL DRLG
120892598100 081670 11/28/78 09-4QN-08E
EN VEE BLDRS
120892597900 07Q2J
EN VEE BLDRS LOT 2
120892463000 075782
EN VEE BLDRS LOT 25
120892462900 075781
EN VEE BLDRS LOT 28
120892598000 07578




, K WELL DRLG
07/27/78 09-4QN-08E
K & K WELL DRLG
07/29/78 09-41 N-08E
: K WELL DRLG
08/16/78 09-40N-08E
K & K WELL DRLG
120892429100 070284 05/22/78 09-40N-08E
En Vee Bui Iders
120892429200 070285 05/22/78 09-40N-08E
En Vee Bui Iders
120892904?00 099729 05/15/81 09-40N-08E 250QN 1850W SEc























120892716300 126582 09/05/86 09-40N-08E
En-Vee Builders #STC 38-lor Knierim, Phillip E.
120892716200 126581 09/05/86 09-40N-08E
En-Vee Builders #STC 38-2lfT Knierim, Phillip E.
120892463100 073967 05/31/78 09-40N-08E
FIELDCREST HOMES LOT 3 J LI BERG
120892735400 128665 12/05/86 09-40N-08E 2520N 2380W SEc
Geneva Home Builders Wellendorf, Rodney
120892770800 133121 06/30/87 09-40N-Q8E SW
Gross, George #1 Wei rich, William Theodore
120892669800 119993 08/29/85 09-40N-08E
H & B Builders Wellendorf, Rodney
120892597600 084923 08/22/79 09-40N-08E














120892807100 137855 12/03/87 09-40N-08E






120892598600 082844 03/07/79 09-40N-08E








120892385600 064582 11/14/77 09-40N-08E
SHOWCASE BLDRS E SISSON
120892385700 064581 11/15/77 09-40N-08E





120892763600 132400 06/11/87 Q9-4QN-08E
Stewart & Co Custm Bldr #87-87














































































































TRIAD CONST LOT 37
120892463500 070282
TRIAD CONST LOT 38
120892463400 Q702i


















K & K WELL DRLG
09-4QN-08E
K & K WELL DRLG
09-4QN-08E
































































































E J NIELSON BLDR
120892430200 069847 12/02/77
E J NIELSON INC
120892385900 067855 10/07/77
E J NIELSON INC
120892386000 067852 10/07/77
E J NIELSON INC
120892386500 067851 10/07/77








10-40N-Q8E 1750N 2350E SWc






















































































































































120892386200 064553 08/02/77 10-40N-08E
FRANK NICCOEM AND ASSOC DUPAGE PUMP
120892463700 076771 07/13/78 10-40N-08E















120890230200 021621 01/30/73 10-40N-08E
GLEN ELLIS K AND K
600W













120892430100 071668 03/02/78 10-40N-08E
HENRY BUIE DUPAGE PUMP
120892429900 068704 10/28/77 10-40N-08E
HENRY BUIE DUPAGE PUMP
120892430000 068705 10/28/77 10-40N-08E




















































































120892430300 062999 06/29/77 10-40N-08E





120892599400 086021 05/25/79 10-40N-08E
JAMES LEVAN LI BERG
120892599300 080620 10/11/78 10-40N-08E
JAMES LEVAN LI BERG






120892599000 084996 04/27/79 10-40N-08E
JOHN BECKER FYKES
120892599800 081665 11/08/78 10-40N-08E







120892689800 123219 04/18/86 10-4QN-08E 80N 1500E SWc
Janecek Builders #66-86 Liberg, Paul Evan
120892905200 088570 08/09/79 10-40N-08E 1100? ?000E NWc
Lurz, Greg Kmenm, Phillip E.
120890230400 027665 02/15/74 10-40N-08E
MARL IN HOMES LIBERG






120892905300 106811 04/19/83 10-4QN-08E 2350S 1850W NEc
Miller, Loyd Pitz, John W.
120892726500 127544 10/23/86 10-4QN-08E 220S
Miller, Loyd Pitz, John W.
120890079500 000000 10-40N-08E
Novak Park(Casper) 1 I ten











20892599900 084210 03/26/79 10-40N-08E
PERKINS CONST
120892600000 084211 03/26/79 10-40N-08E
PERKINS CONST SISSON
120892386700 065609 08/19/77 10-40N-08E

















































































VILLA CENTER FOR RENEWAL
120892905400 094520 06/24/80











































































10-40N-Q8E 2600S 750W NEc
Senffner, Alan James






































12Q892905700 102568 01/22/82 11-40N-08E 1800S 2000W NEc








E J NlELSON BLDR
120892430500 069849 12/02/77
E J NlELSON INC
120892600900 083200 01/03/79
E J NlELSON INC
120892600700 079686 09/20/78




























































































































NIELSON E LOT 1
120892430700 069848 02/14/78
NIELSON E LOT 12
120892905900 096410 10/03/80
Nielson, E. J. Inc.
120892906000 096409 10/03/80











11-40N-08E 200S 2100E NUc
Rob, Ronald Gene
11-40N-08E 900N 1700E SWc




















11-40N-08E 2550N 1450E SUc
Senffner, Alan James



















































Layne Western Co., Inc.
11-40N-08E 1520S 1250U






































































































12-4QN-08E 220S 220U NEc
Liberg, Steven Scott






































120892798800 136914 11/03/87 12-40N-08E
Dunley, Jim Construction Knienm, Phillip E.
120892464900 074215 09/13/78 12-40N-08E
GARY ESTES K AND K
120892684100 122200 01/31/86 12-4QN-08E 2500N 2600W SEc
Hanmerlund, John Liberg, Patrick A.
120892704000 125004 07/02/86 12-4QN-08E 2550S 950U NEc
Heffernan, John Liberg, Steven Scott
120892601100 088235 07/30/79 12-40N-08E
JOHN BAUHANN STANLEY
120892917300 0971 15 10/31/80 12-40N-0$E 1250S1450W NEc





120892731000 128014 11/14/86 12-40N-08E 60N 100E SWc





120892917400 081020 10/20/78 12-40N-08E 1050S

















120892917500 102325 12/04/81 12-40N-08E 1250S 1?00W NEc
Saltsgaver, Randy Senffner, Al.an James
120892917800 101539 09/25/81 12-40N-08E 1000? 2450E NWc
Surrey Wayne Develop. #81-639 Knienm, Phillip E.
120892917700 101538 09/
Surrey Wayne Develop. «
120890231500 000000
W E WHITE
J12-40N-08E 0...6 Knienm, Phillip E.
12-40N-08E
HUMMEL
120892917600 081007 10/20/78 12-40N-08E 0...
Wayne, Surrey Construction Knienm, Phillip E.
120892917900 109934 10/13/83 12-40N-08E























































































































































































13-4QN-08E 300S 40E NUc
Sisson, Edward H.











120892773700 133373 07/13/87 13-40N-08E
Williams, Jeff Building Co. Wellendorf, Rodney
13-40N-08E 1850N 2400E
STANLEY




















































































































































































































































































15-40N-08E 750N 100U SEC
Uellendorf, Rodney










15-40N-08E 128QN, .200E SUc
Knierim, Phillip E.
15-40N-Q8E 1200N 850E SUc
Senffner, Alan James










































15-40N-08E 2300S 1050U NEc
Ward, Delbert G.
15-4QN-08E 1050S 850E NUc
Sisson, Edward H.
























































































































































































15-40N-Q8E 650N 700W SEc
Senffner, Alan James





















1 20892663 100 118878 07/10/85
Radoy, Paul
120890232400 QQ0000 15-40N-08E
SCHOOL DIST 303 STANLEY
120892387700 066901 09/19/77 15-40N-08E

















































15-40N-08E 500S 1200W NEc
Knienm, Phillip E.
120892919500 095848 08/29/80 .



















St. Charles Test 4-77
120892613600 0?1525 11/15/79
St. Charles, City of #9
120892614400 070290 12/15/77













15-40N-08E 520S 1240W NEc
Carson, James R.
15-40N-08E 350N 1180W SEc
Layne-Western Company, Inc




















































120892722700,127242 10/02/86. 16-40N-08E 1500N 1100W SEc

















































































































Kiem, Joe Bui Iders
120892920300 098648 03/09/81















16-40N-08E 400N 1800U SEc
Neely, Mark S.
16-40N-08E 1100N900U SEc





16-40N-08E 60S 100E NWc
Sisson, Edward H.








16-40N-08E 650N .600W SEc
Kmerim, Phillip E.




































16-40N-Q8E 2000N 80E SWc
Senffner, Alan James








16-40N-08E 1000N 500W SEc
Liberg, Paul Evan


















16-40N-08E 2100N 1700E SWc
Ward, Delbert G.
16-40N-08E 1600N 1000W SEc
Pitz, John W.
16-40N-08E 500N 1750E SWc
Kmerim, Phi Hip E.
16-40N-08E 1450N 1100E SWc
Kmerim, Phi Hip E.







































































































































































































































































K & K Wei
800W
Drilling
16-40N-08E 1900N 1600E SWc
Liberg, John Daryl
16-40N-08E 2250N 1300E SWc
Ward, Delbert G.
16-40N-08E
16-40N-08E 1450N 1100W SEc
Pitz, John W.
16-40N-08E 2400N 2000E SWc
Knienm, Phillip E.




















































































































































16-40N-08E 2400N 1900E SWc
WeUenaorf, Rodney
16-4QN-08E 800S ?50W

































































17 40N-Q8E p. . L SW NE NE












120892708000.125338 07/18/86 17-40N-Q8E . Q SE NW NE




























17-40N-Q8E n o, NE NW SE




















































































































































TREND AND ASSOC- JOHN KAUPISH
120892921500. p?9971 06/03/81
Don Builders
18-40N-08E 2200N 1040U SEC
Liberg, Thomas P.





















































































































19-40N-08E 220S 140E NWc
Liberg, John Daryl


















19-40N-08E 1500N 1700E SWc
















































































































































































20-40N-08E 550S 2050W NEc
Ward, Delbert G.



































































































































We 1 1 endor f , Rodney



















































































































































































































20-40N-08E 1000S 2000W NEc
Senffner, Alan James
20-40N-08E 2200S 1800E NWc „.J}QQ63.,,_
Ward, Delbert G. 3310799 3242085











































































1 Morey A W Co
21-40N-08E


























































































120890098500 009313 22-40N-08E 245N 105E
PETER ORUM NEELY


































MALVURN JURY RES LOT 1
120890080300 000000











23-40N-08E 500S 2500W NEc
Wellendorf, Rodney










































































120892795600 136537 10/22/87 24-40N-08E








































120892923400 113694 07/27/84 24-40N-08E
Sell, Edward Senffner, Alan James
120890233500 000000 09/05/40 24-40N-08E





120892604100 083624 02/23/79 25-40N-08E
FRANCIS VAN ALLEN FYKES
120890233600 000000
HARRIS TRUST AND SAVINGS
25-40N-08E
DUPAGE PUMP
120890233700 000000 01/01/58 25-40N-08E
JOHN PETKUS REDIGER













City Of St Chas
120890023300 000000
City Of St Chas
120890023400 000000
City Of St Chas
120890023500 000000

























Layne Western Co., Inc.
26-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
26-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
26-40N-08E



























































120892467700 069259 11/14/77 27-40N-08E


























































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
28-40N-08E


































Hawley Prod Co B-6
120892256700 000000
Hawley Prod Co B-7
120892256800 000000












Layne Western Co., Inc.
28-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
28-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
























120892737300 128702 12/17/86 28-4QN-08E 2500N 1060E SWc





120892923500 105906 12/22/82 28-4QN-08E l 75S
Polly, Charles Pitz, John W.
120892657400 117913 05/20/85 28-4QN-08E 1400S






















































































JOSEPH BONCHER K AND K
120892294600 041393 29-40N-08E
KEN BESCH BLDRS K AND K
120892923600 094530 06/24/80 29-40N-08E




















































































































































































































































































































































30-4QN-08E 2100N 1600E SWc
Liberg, Steven Scott

































































































































































































































































































































































































































R A FAGANEL BLDR
120890151700 021174















































































































































































































































































































IL YOUTH CENTER - ST CHARLES
120890095700 000000
IL YOUTH CENTER - ST CHARLES
120890082200 000000
IL YOUTH CENTER - ST CHARLES
120890234100 000000
IL YOUTH CENTER - ST CHARLES
120890234200 000000 01/01/07
IL YOUTH CENTER - ST CHARLES
120890133900 000000









Layne Western Co., Inc.
31-40N-08E 50S 300W NEc













KANE CO FARM BUREAU
120890198200 000000








120892726600 127545 10/23/86 32-4QN-08E 50S 210W NEc















St Chas Hi Schl B-2
120892277700 000000
St Chas Hi Schl B-4
120892277800 000000
St Chas Hi Schl B-5
1208?2277?0Q 000000
St Chas Hi Schl B-6
Mi7^^?0000 B-12
120892278100 000000
St Chas Hi Schl B-16
120892278200 000000
St Chas Hi Schl B-19
120892278500 000000
St Chas Hi Schl B-25
120892278400 000000















Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
33-40N-08E















































St Chas Hi Schl B-37
33-A0N-08E




















34-40N-08E L . , .0Neely&Schimelpfening






































St Chas Hi Schl B-1
120892275100 000000







35-40N-Q8E L . # .0Neely&Schimelpfening
35-40N-08E
35-40N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
35-40N-08E



























































36-40N-08E 80QN 200W SEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.


































































































































120892394900 069283 11/16/77 36-40N-08E
WING BLDRS SISSON
120892604900 083205 01/03/79 36-40N-08E
WOHEAD BROS SENFFNER
120892468200 076061 06/23/78 36-40N-08E










120892605000 082064 11/17/78 01
B AND S CONST
120892468300 078861 09/01/78 01
ELMER BLECKE BLDR
120892605100 086453 06/08/79 01
HIKE FLANNluAN
120892923900 097890 12/18/80 01
Schambach & Kellenberger Bldrs
120892924100.089157 08/27/79 0V
Slaten, Dennis
120892605200 089788 09/26/79 01
WETZEL CONST








•41N-06E 250N 350E SWc
Senffner, Alan James













120892924300 114738 09/14/84 02-41N-06E 500N 200W SEc

























































































































































120892338400 053959 07-41N-06E 30S 65U
RON HUES TYRRELL

















































































III Central R R
120892432400 069748 11/30/77









Hayes & Sims Drlg




















































































































12-41N-06E 200S 500E NWc
Knierim, Phillip E.

120892605900 085135 05/02/79 12-41N-06E
WEST HAVEN BLDRS KNIERIM ^Ml^Was*
**** 13-41N-06E ****
120892925200 099350 04/23/81 13-41N-06E 350N 1150E SUc
Manerd, Merle Senffner, Alan James 3269m275020
**** H-41N-06E ****

























TOWN AND COUNTRY BLDRS
120892648900 1164Q6 01/14/85


















































































































































17-41N-06E 2200N 200W SEc „ 00245




19-41 N-06E 240QN 950W SEc
Senffner, Alan James

































120892925700 109602 10/04/83 20-41N-06E 200N 1100E SWc















120892794600 136289 10/15/87 21-41N-06E
Gorenz, John Stone, James














































































































































26-41 N-06E 2200N 1100W SEc
Wellendorf, Rodney
26-41N-06E 1900S 1750E NWc






















































































































































































































34-41N-06E 20QN 1500E SWc
Kmerim, Phi Hip E.
1208900256Q0 Q00000






















































































09/16/82 36-41N-06E 150N 2500W SEc
Serif fner, Alan James
05/21/79 36-41N-06E
PITZ


















































































01-41N-07E 1150S 1050W NEc
Pitz, John W.
01-41N-07E 1420? .600W NEc
Knienm, Phi Hip E.









120890235400 000000 02/28/34 01-41N-07E
W C MCQUEEN


















01-41N-07E 1400? 300W NEc









































































































































U S ARMY RADIO CENTER
120890236900 000000 02/01/57


































































120890237100 000000 02/28/34 04-41N-07E
CAROLINE BAHR
120890237200 000000 01/01/25 04-41N-07E




120890237300 000000 03/05/34 05-41N-07E
H L LUTHER
120890237400 000000 03/05/34 05-41N-07E
HERMAN LUTHER
120890237500 000000 03/05/34 05-41N-07E
KEYES BLANCHARD



































































120892937900 093627 04/30/80 07-41N-07E 1300S 1000W NEc
Coleman, Greg Senffner, Alan James
120892469200 051649 08/31/76 07-41N-07E
DAVID JOHNSON NEELY
120890238000 000000 01/01/00 07-41N-07E
DOROTHEA PLOTE
120892396300 063863 09/07/77 07-41N-07E
GEORGE MARSH BLDRS K AND K














Layne Western Co. B-14
07-41N-07E 2600N 1400E
Layne Western Co., inc.





















































































































































































































































120890239800 000000 02/28/34 10-41N-07E
E LAUFER
120892760700 131970 05/20/87 10-41N-07E 220N 330W SEc
Heinricks, Gary Liberg, Steven Scott
120890239900 000000 02/23/34 10-41N-07E
LAURA MEYERS
120890240000 000000 01/01/17 10-41N-07E
HART IN MARSHALL

















































































































1 20890240700 000000 02/19/34 12-41N-07E






































































































































































































































Lakowski, Al -Allen Builders
120892397000 061267 09/07/77





































































































































































































































































































































120890242700 000000 02/21/34 15-41N-07E
120890242800 000000 01/01/25 15-41N-07E
MILTON MUIRHEAD










120892609000 085442 05/09/79 15-41N-07E
PLATO CENTER METH CHURCH STONE







































120890243200 000000 03/02/34 16-41N-07E
CHARLES MUIRHEAD
120890243300 000000 03/06/34 16-41N-07E
FRED ERMEL
120890243400 000000 01/01/32 16-41N-07E
J J MEYERS MOCK
















120890243600 000000 03/06/34 17-41N-07E
EM1L ROHRSEN
120890243700 000000 03/06/34 17-41N-07E
FRED E1NEKE
120890243800 000000 03/06/34 17-41N-07E
JOHN ROHRSEN






120890244000 000000 03/06/34 17-41N-07E
WM F ROHRSEN




12089024 000 03/06/34 18-41 N-07E
120890244200 000000 01/01/32 18-41N-07E
CHARLES ROHLFING MOCK
120890244300 000000 01/01/23 18-41N-07E
FRED STEGE KANIES
120890244400 000000 01/01/20 18-41N-07E
GEO MUIRHEAO EST KANIES









































120890244600 000000 01/01/18 19-41 N-07E







120890244700 000000 03/08/34 19-41N-07E
MRS L SHERWOOD


















120892609100 088070 07/26/79 19 07E
STAN DERAEDT







120890245200 000000 01/01/25 20-41N-07E
FRED EINECKE KANIES
60E
120892938600 099829 05/26/81 20-41N-Q7E 25Q0N 200E SWc
















































120890245300 000000 02/23/34 21-41N-07E
AUGUST WATERMAN






120890245500 000000 02/23/34 21-41N-07E
MANNY PETERSON










ARTHUR H BEU BURGESS
















22-41N-07E 1250S 1800W NEc
Liberg, Steven Scott


























12Q890246100 000000 01/01/18 2
22-41N-07E
Neely & Etal












22-41N-07E 265S 1450W NEc
REDIGER
22-41N-07E 10Q? 2450E NU
Ueirich, William Theod



































































































**** 23-41 N-07E ****
120890246500 000000 02/22/34 23-41N-07E
A H BERGER
120892939100 106555 03/22/83 23-41N-07E 11Q0S 250E NWc
Anano, Frank Nice, Marvin R.
12089239740











120892469800 077276 07/24/78 23-41N-07E
ELGIN BLDRS FISCHER










120892782500 134669 08/21/87 23-41N-07E
ROBERT PERHAL KNIERIM
90N
120892776000 133670 07/22/87 23-41N-07E ,0
Swanlund, James Neely, Mark S.
120892726700 127583 10/23/86 23-41N-07E ,0






















































120E NUc120892773900 133439 07/15/87 25-41N-07E 100S
All, Younis Liberg, Thomas P.
120892939600 103124 04/20/82 25-41N-Q7E 1950S 1800U NEc
Andresen, Robert Senffner, Alan James
120892748000 130030 03/25/87 25-41N-07E 11 OS 270U NEc
Bnzzolara, Frank Pitz, John U.
120892939700 099977 06/03/81 25-41N-Q7E 1550S 1900W NEc
Cavitt, Kerry Senffner, Alan James
120892939900 096857 10/22/80 25-41N-Q7E 55gs 150U NEc
Chapman Construction Co. Senffner, Alan James
120892939800 105936 01/05/83 25-41N-07E 1000S 1800U NEc






120892764000.132489 06/12/87 25-41N-07E ,0






120892940000 113829 07/31/84 25-41N-07E 1300S 2500U NEc
Evanson, Scott Uard, Delbert G.
120895990900 059909 09/07/77 25-41 N-07E
FRANK BRIZZOLARA K AND K
OS
s.
120892723000 127267 10/02/86 25-41N-07E 55
Feilen, Mike Neely, Mark
120892940100 115282 10/12/84 25-41N-07E 2500S
rciicn # Hike PFi Neely, M8TK S
120892797100 136796 10/28/87 25-41N-07E
140U NEc
500U NEc
Foster, John Uellendorf, Rodney
120892777200 133841 07/27/87 25-41N-07E
Hall, John & Son Senffner, Alan James
120892940200 099639 05/08/81 25-41N-07E 1000S 1700U NEc





120892433600 071331 03/22/78 25-41N-07E
JOHN FRITZ K AND K
120892690200 123216 04/18/86 25-41N-07E
Krog, R-Lechner, D-Uicks Homes Huemann,

















































120892940400 097514 11/25/80 25-41N-07E 700S 800U NEc







120892744700 129718 03/10/87 25-41N-07E
Mietus, Robert J. Neely, Mark S.
120892674900 120909 10/22/85 25-41N-07E 1500N 800U SEc
































25-41N-Q7E 1150S 2000W NEc
Senffner, Alan James
25-41 N-07E 1300S 2050U NEc
Senffner, Alan James










25-41N-07E 2750N 900W SEc
Wellendorf, Rodney

























120890247100 000000 03/12/34 25-41N-07E
U C FAHLBUSCH



















Cant re I, Dan
120892941600 048498























Wei rich, William Theod































26-41N-07E 1100S 1050E NWc
Wellendorf, Rodney
















































S AND H CONST
26-41N-07E 250N 18Q0W SEc
Burguess, Wayne T.




































































































26-41 N-07E 950N 100W SEc
Senffner, Alan James
26-41N-Q7E 400S 800E NUc
Senffner, Alan James
26-41N-07E 2000S 0U NEc
Stone, Ronald



















































































































27-41N-07E 2250N 1600E SUc














































1*3*23292? 5269479Uard, Del rt G.
27-41N-07E 100S 160U NEc NU NE SEOQJSQ.^,,,,
Liberg, Thomas P. 3292800 3267374


























: 07E 300N 1800E
Si ssi on, Edward H.
27-41N-07E 300N 1500E
K AND K




27-41N-07E 450S 300U NEc
Burgess, Jr. Uayne T.
27-41N-07E
. L


























































































04/21/80 27-41N-07E 950N 1600E SUc
Senffner, Alan James




08/30/78 27-41N-07E 250S 500W NEc

























120890248100 000000 03/24/34 28-41N-07E
ALBERT L JOHNSON
120892944600 075213 06/07/78 28-41N-07E
Bolduan, Timothy Burgess,
120890248200 000000 03/24/34 28-41 N-07E
HERBERT ANDERSON




















1208902485.00 000000 01/01/24 29-41N-07E
E H HIN"l KLE
120892434000 072436 03/30/78


































































































































120890248800 033965 10/18/74 31-41N-07E
HAROLD R HUBBE K AND K

















120890249000 000000 03/27/34 31-41N-07E
OTTO ANDERSON
120890249100 000000 03/27/34 31-41N-07E
R U LEHMAN
120892397600 066356 09/07/77 31-41N-Q7E
WAYNE CALENDAR LI BERG









120890004000 000000 32-41 N-07E
ALVAR ANDERSON NEELY
120890249200 000000 03/26/34 32-41N-07E
C P DAHLSTROM EST
120892944800 078431 08/21/78 32-41N-07E 1400S 1600W NEc
Drommerhausen, Jerry Burguess, Wayne T.
120890249300 000000 01/01/18 32-41N-07E
EMIL GUSTAFSON GUSTAFSON
120890249400 000000 01/01/31 32-41N-07E






120892944900 077114 07/20/78 32-41N-07E 2000S 1600W NEc
Heise, Ted Burguess, Wayne T.








120890249500 000000 03/27/34 32-41N-07E
MYRTIE JOHNSON
120890249600 000000 01/01/15 32-41 N-07E
OTTO ROTHLISBERGER
32-41N-07E120890249700 000000
ROBERT ANDERSON COVENENT CHURC








































120890249800 000000 03/23/34 33-41N-07E
HERMAN DITMAN
120892945200.087604 07/12/79 33-41N-07E 1750N 500E SWc
KetteU-Gambino Constr. Co. Liberg, John Daryl
120892434200 072125 03/20/78 33-41N-07E NENW
R SPRINGINSGUTH DUPAGE PUMP
120890249900 000000 03/23/34 33-41N-07E NWSENE ,00022





























































34-41N-Q7E SW SW SW 00125
Wei rich, William Theodore 3288969 3259757
34-41N-07E SW SW SW 00185











'weiiricli, William T^eo^ore 3289865 3260399
34-41N-07E 150N 2600W
STANLEY

































































35-41N-07E 750S 100W NEc
Senffner, Alan James













































35-41N-07E 1300S 90QW NEc
Wei rich, William Theodore
35-41N-07E 20S 575W















































































000000 01-41N-08E 550S 900W
















Layne Western Co., Inc.
02-41N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
02-41N-08E






































120890251200 000000 01/01/26 04-41N-08E
C A GILBERT
120890251300 000000 01/01/27 04-41N-08E
FRIEDA JANSEN
120890251400 000000 01/01/10 04-41N-08E
GEORGE HELLBERD













































































































































































07-41 N-08E 220N 300E
LI BERG











































120892610000 083855 03/07/79 07-41N-08E






















120890252500 000000 01/01/80 08-41N-08E
ANNA PATCHEN
120890161300 022581 08-41N-08E
BLECKE BLDRS DUPAGE PUMP
120890166000 022582 08-41N-08E
BLECKE BLDRS- JOHN PLOSILA DUPAGE PUMP
120890146000 018911 08-41N-08E
D JOHNSON BURGESS
120892610300 087324 07/03/79 08-41N-Q8E
DALE CHADUTS KNIERIM













































































120890252800 000000 01/01/90 08-41N-08E
PHOEBE COMBS
120892731500 128054 11/14/86
































-Q8E 186QN 2560E SW
Weiricn, William Tneod
08-41N-08E 1300N 1700W SEc
Pi Igard, John P.
08-41N-08E
STANLEY














































































































120892947000 107534 06/09/83 08-41N-08E 1700N 2350W SEc





































































































C. Graham Lot 1
120892302900 000000
Chicago Rawhide Mfg B-2
120892303000 000000
Chicago Rawhide Mfg B-3
120892303100 000000





















Layne Western Co., Inc.
11-41N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
11-41N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
11-41N-08E 1700N 1500E















































B S Pearall Butter
120890021000 000000









Jos Spiess Oept St or
120890021100 000000
Meadows W R Co 1
120890003800 000000 „ .
Meadows UR Inc 57-1
120890085600 000000





















Layne Western Co., Inc.
14-41N-08E
14-41N-08E „
Geiger, S. B. & Son
14-41N-08EL . a .0Neely&Schimelpfening












































K TURNER LOT 24
120892947300 099613 06/12/81















































































16-41N-08E 75N 50W SEc
16-41N-08E 2000S 1000E
16-41N-08E 2100S 2040E SEc
















Layne-Western ompany, Inc. 3314£
16-41N-08E 1500S 1500W , C

























16-41N-08E 220N 220E SWc NE NW NE C













































































































































17-41N-Q8E 800S 500E NWc
Senffner, Alan James





























17-41N-08E 900S 1300E NWc
Senffner, Alan James
























































































17-41N-08E 110S 110E NWc SW SE












17-41N-Q8E 1850N 2600E SWc
Senffner, Alan James
17-41N-Q8E 1050N 2150W SEc
Senffner, Alan James
17-41N-08E 1500N 2150W SEc
Senffner, Alan James













120890255100 000000 01/01/27 18-41N-08E
A W CRAVEN
120890255200 000000 01/01/60 18-41N-08E
A W CRAVEN
120890255300 000000 01/01/27 18-41N-08E
ALBERT FUNK
120890255400 000000 01/30/34 18-41N-08E
CAROLINE DOPKE
120892611400 078986 09/01/78 18-41N-08E
DR JOHN ENGLAND K AND K
120890255500 000000 01/30/34 18-41N-08E
FRANK C NEWMAN
120890255600 000000 01/01/33 18-41N-08E
GEO A SCHMIDT
120890255700 000000 01/01/05 18-41N-08E
MARGARET MOVITZ
120890255800 000000 01/01/15 18-41N-08E
STATE BANK OF HUNTLEY
































































50N 100W SEc SW SU §E„.Q0?32,__,
Pitz, John W. 3306316 3270657
19-41N-Q8E 0,. L SW NE NE 0Q27Q„,„^
















































Golf Course Clb Hse
120892303200 000000
















Layne Western Co., Inc.
21-41N-08E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
21-41N-08E











































































22-41N-08E 200S 750W SUc
Lichter, John P.
22-41N-08E 175S 2200E
















120890256700 000000 01/01/47 23-41 N-08E






10892693100 123663 05/13/86 23-41N-Q8E NE SU §W gQ273_„




















C & Nw R R
120890022700 000000
City Of Elgin 8-61
120890022800 000000

















Fa 6 Bridge 2
120890037700 000000
Fa 6 Bridge 2
120890037400 000000
Fa 6 Bridge 2
120890037600 000000
Fa 6 Bridge 3
120892613200 000000
Kane Co. Forest Pres. U\
12089230 1800 000000
Poplar Crfc Sewer Tb-1
120890088300 000000
St Charles St Well
120890257100 000000




Layne Western Co., Inc.
24-41N-08E 1500S 1500W
Layne Western Co., Inc.
24-41N-08E
24-41N-08E 700N 1550W SEc













D & G Drilling Co., Inc.
24-41N-08E








































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
25-41N-08E 100S 2450W








Hurley Claude H Co
25-41N-08E
HUMMEL






























































































27-41 N-08E 1000N 700W




K & K Well Drilling
27-41N-08E
Thome W L & Co
01/19/35 27-41N-08E















120890258700 000000 02/02/34 28-41N-08E
FRED KOCK
120890022200 000000 28-41N-08E
METRO UTILITY ROLLINS DIV
120890258800 000000 05/07/75 28-41N-08E
PAUL KOWALSKI BURGESS
120892949400 104399 08/09/82 28-41N-08E
St. Andrews Church Liberg, John Daryl














120890259000 000000 01/01/28 29-41N-08E
FRANK TREDUP MATTERS
120890259100 000000 01/01/13 29-41N-08E
FRED GRIMM










120890259300 000000 01/01/25 29-41N-08E
G REBER ASHLEY
























































FOX VALLEY SADDLE CLUB
120892434900 066718 09/13/77







































































































































































































































































































































30-41N-08E 1650N 1650E SUc









30-41 N-08E 850N 50U
K AND K


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































31-41N-08E 1900S 600E NWc
Ward, Delbert G.
31-41N-08E 1000N 540W SEc
Stone, Ronald
31-41N-08E 500N 2300E SUc
Burgess, Jr. Uayne T. 3306












































































31-41N-08E 1150S 1250E NWc
Burgess, Jr. Wayne T.
31-41N-08E 1150N 2300E SWc







31-41N-08E 2580S 1680E NWc
Liberg, Steven Scott
31-41N-08E 650N 1800E SWc
Pitz, John W.




31-41N-08E 100N 220E SWc
Pitz, John W.







K & K Welt Drilling
31-41N-08E 2600N 1100E































































































































































































32-41N-08E 1800N 400E SUc
Neely, Mark S.




































































12089026 0 000000 02/05/34 33-41 N-08E
120890261500 000000 01/01/00 33-41N-08E
FRED SCHAMBACH
120890261600 000000 02/05/34 33-41N-08E
FRED SCHAMBACH
120890261700 000000 01/01/00 33-41N-08E
MARY SPOHR
120890261800 000000 02/05/34 33-41N-08E
N UMDENSTOCK
120890261900 000000 02/05/34 33-41N-08E
YOUNG ESTATE




































120892409600 050421 08/26/76 34-41N-08E
HOFFER PLASTICS BOYSEN
120892409700 063526 11/14/77 34-41N-08E
HOFFER PLASTICS BOYSEN
120890153400 020894 01/18/73 34-41N-08E 4465S




120890262400 000000 01/01/10 34-41N-08E
J J MCCHESNEY



























120890262600 000000 01/01/00 34-41N-08E
W C KENYON





120890088900 000000 35-41N : 08E _J _, „
Adelman H O'Brien, Edward S.
120892806000 137685 11/30/87 35-41 N-08E L
Cleason, Fran & Son Greenhouse Liberg, Thomas P.
120892681800 121753 12/11/85 35-41N-08E 220S 110E NWc
Clesen, Frank & Sons Liberg, Steven Scott
120892409800 056281 01/17/77 35-41N-08E
EMERALD BAIT AND TACK KNIERIM












120890270900 000000 01/19/29 35-41N-08E
George Kayner




















.1.20892772600 133255 07/06/87 35-41N-08E




























































120890263300 000000 02/06/34 36-41N-08E
EARL R JAY
120892230500 000000




Layne Western Co., Inc.
36-41N-08E
BARKER





















































1208929661Q0 085865 05/22/79 01-42N-06E 1750S 1250W NEc
Richter, Vincent-Gray, Gordon Burgess, Jr. Wayne T.
120892409900 057560 05/09/77 01-42N-06E
WALTER OUANDT K AND K
120892966300^069749 11/30/77 01-42N-06E n








120890263900 029795 01/01/74 02-42N-06E
HARRIS CONST SUBURBAN
120892749600 130489 03/27/87 02-42N-06E J
Kelecec, Charles Amwood Bldrs. Stone, Ronald
120892803400 137584 11/20/87 02-42N-06E
SHIRELANO INC KNIER1M
1208924Q14QQ 051868 09/07/76 02-42N-06E
UNION OIL CO K AND K
120892416400 051867 09/07/76 02-42N-06E
UNION OIL CO K AND K









































































































































































O4-42N-06E 300S 300E NWc
Marvin R. Nice
04-42N-Q6E
fner, AlSenfl an James
04-42N-06E 150QS 1150W NEc
Marvin R. Nice



















04-42N-06E 200N 360W SEc 09238
























BOB N I EM I EC
120892967000 103833 06/17/82
C & D Construction
120892966900 095.331 08/05/80















































05-42N-06E 150QS .800E NWc
Knienm, Phillip E.










05-42N-Q6E 150QS 1300E NWc
Marvin R. Nice


































































































































































































































14-42N-06E 800N 2400W SEc
Stone, Ronald


























CARL I NO AND SONS
120892436300 068660 10/27/77






















































15-42N-Q6E 1200N 2300W SEc
Senffner, Alan James

























































































15-42N-06E 1700N 300W SEc
Senffner, Alan James
15-42N-06E 210N 165U SEc
Neely, Mark S.






















































S & H Construction
120892962200 088929 08/23/79














































15-42N-06E 110QN 1700E SWc
Knierim, Phillip E.
15-42N-06E 1200N 1500E SWc
Rob, Ronald Gene
15-42N-06E 110QN 185QW SEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.































































































































120892312800 045788 05/21/76 16-42N













Bittinger Binz, Wayne L.
120890089900 000000 21-42N-06E
COUNTRY DELIGHT MILK PRODUCTS
120890017500 000000 21-42N-06E
Frizbie Edwin Binz, Wayne L.
120892902900J 04028 07/06/82 21-42N-Q6E 1600S 1450E NWc





120892963000 102716 02/26/82 21-42N-06E
Holze, Henry Marvin R
120892963100 102715 02/26/82 21-42N-Q6E


























120892963200 096243 09/19/80 21-42N-06E
Proffitt, Robert Binz, David Joseph
120890035800 000000
Village Of Hampshire






















U R MEADOWS INC
120892963300 084125























































23-42N-06E 75S 100E NWc
Neely, Harry C.
23-42N-06E , .
Knierim, Phi I lip E.
23-42N-06E











23-42N-06E 1900S 800E NWc
Senffner, Alan James

























120892964000 112499 05/22/84 23-42N-06E 1
Stargardt, St.
00S1500E










24-42N-06E 300S 300W SWSWj
CRITTENDON
24-42N-06E 500N 1850W SEc
Ward, Delbert G.
24-42N-06E 650N 2100W SEc _f



























































120892964500 110945 01/05/84 30-42N-06E 2500N 2500E SWc ,„ 8fil 85, zoxo
Engel, Date Stone, Ronald 3249001 3296869
120892964600 102551 01/20/82 30-42N-06E 2050S 150W NEc ,«,MP!|,OT//,
Engel, Dennis Neely, Mark S. 3251585 3297643
120892964700 091888 12/05/79 30-42N-06E.
c
NW NE SE 00136
Weberpal, Don Matthesius, Fred H. 3250769 3296696
mm 31-42N-06E ****
120892964800 086329 06/06/79









































31-42N-06E 1800S 2650E NUc
Stone, Ronald












































120892410200 041488 09/25/75 32-42N-06E
A SCHWARTZ BARKER
120892965300 107983 07/06/83 32-42N-06E 83N
Drendel, George #1 Tyrrell, Rich
_ -Q6E 350
Senffner, Al










120892965500 079684 09/20/78 32-42N-06E 1700N 550W SEc

















33-42N-06E 35QN 600E SWc
Marvin R. Nice
120890047200 000000











































120892965900 103697 06/04/82 34-42N-06E 25O0N 450E SWc
Rolston, Garnet Stone, Ronald
120892966000 107667 06/16/83 34-42N-06E 2600S 450E NWc
Rolston, Ned Stone, James R.
Iff
0892958500 102318 12/04/81 34-42N-06E












120892677800 121326 11/06/85 35-42N-Q6E„ Q





120892681200 121736 12/06/85 35-42N-Q6E


















09/20/85 36-42N-Q6E 2575N 150E SWc
Marvin R. Nice
36-42N-06E

























120892958900 063155 07/05/77 01-42N-07E .
Belom, John #1 Fykes, Charles N,
120892363700 041414 09/22/75 01-42N-07E
JAMES SPRADLIN BARKER
NE NE
120892959100 060172 05/06/77 01-42N-07E 1700N 250E SWc





















































































































Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-42N-07E 1200N 1200E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-42N-07E 3000N 1300E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
08-42N-07E 2700N 3600E











Fami ly Leisure Cntr
08-42N-07E 2300N 2500E









































































Central Valley Builders, inc.
120892959700 088657 08/13/79















13-42N-Q7E 2400N 1850W SEc
Senffner, Alan James
13-42N-07E 2500N 1600W SEc
Senffner, Alan James
13-42N-07E 2550N 1450E SWc
Fykes, Charles N
13-42N-07E .
Huemann, Wi lliam F.
13-42N-07E 5100S 75E





























. QKnienm, Phi Uip E.
13-42N-07E
Huemann, Wi lliam F.













































120892436900 067259 01/11/78 14-42N-07E
BUD KRUGER K AND K
120892960000 067631 10/03/77 14-42N-07E 500S 1000E NWc
Benton Builders Burgess, Jr. Wayne T.
120892960100 067632 10/03/77 14-42N-07E 250S 1000E NWc














































07/28/78 14-42N-07E 750S 2250U NEc








































































15-42N-07E 900S 1250E NWc









































D DI MATEO JR
17-42N-07E
120892689000 122947 04/07/86 17-42N-Q7E
















Hill Mrs George W 3
120890090600 000000
zehr Fred














Layne Western Co., Inc. ^8o8^3S306888
18-42N-07E 2200S 1900E NWc













120890264800 000000 01/01/65 21-42N-07E
KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE REDIGER
nwswM26; 303804

120892475100 060987 05/20/77 21-42N-07E
KANE CO FOREST PRESERVE
120890090700 000000
Kane Co Forest 25
120890105800 007428






















































































































K & K WELL DRLG
23-42N-07E 2400S 2275E



























































































K & K Welt Drilling
23-42N-07E2500N400E
K £ K Welt Drilling
23-42N-07E2400N 2200E
K £ K Welt Drilling
20892272500 039335 09/19/73 23-42N-07E2450N2Q00E
ichetsen Jack Lot 61 K £ K Welt Drilling
23-42N-07E 2250S2640W




Michel sen Jack Lot 50
120892220100 030142 07/01/74






















120892782700 134694 08/21/87 23-42N-07E


















































































































Burgess, Jr. Wayne T.
24-42N-07E








K £ K WELL DRLG
24-42N-07E 11















































































120892954000 109695 10/05/83 25-42N-Q7E




120892954100 104838 09/16/82 25-42N-07E 70N 110W SEc
Boytor, Sam Pitz, John W.
120892740600,129306 02/04/87 25-42N-07E „. 0, , . Q
Central Development Knienm, Phillip E.
120892954400.097837 12/12/80 25-42N-07E






1 20892954200 . 1 05082 10/01 /82
Community Unit Sen. Dist. 30
120892954300.102203 11/20/81 25-42N-Q7E ,













120892718100 126651 09/09/86 25-42N : 07E,
120892792400 135
_
Mulunax. Jeff & Anne
WeTlendorf, Rodney
878 10/01/87 25-42N-07E .
Knienm, Phillip
120892954600 093668 05/01/80 25-42N-07E




54700 089382 09/04/79 25-42N-07E 1050N 2450W SEc
Jack #1
120892954900 107397 06/01/83 25-42N-Q7E
Tyler Creek Development Senffner, Alan James
120892955000 112653 05/31/84 25-42N-07E
Tyler Creek Development Senffner, Alan James
120892954800 114942 09/24/84 25-42N :g7E
Tyler Creek Development






















































120892955200 047080 05/11/76 26-42N-07E 2100N 2500E SWc
Kimball, Micheal Burgess, Wayne T.
120892955300 114687 09/12/84 26-42N-07E 800N 2500W SEc










120892364200 044427 07/29/76 27-42N-07E
ALLAN SCHMIDT K AND K
120892437000 020771 01/13/78 27-42N-07E
ALLAN SCHMIDT KNIERIM
120892955400 086340 06/07/79 27-42N-07E 2200S.2050W NEc
Blank, Doug Stanley, Charles Joseph




120892955.600 099438 04/27/81 E .
Bretschmeder, Frank #i Wei rich, William Theodore
120892411600 058145 03/24/77 27-42N-07E












120892955700 106434 03/10/83 27-42N-07E 2550S 1650E NWc QQ325 „
Castic, Ray Pitz, John W. 3295377 3297741
120892738300 128824 12/30/86 27-42N-07E
Cobern, Lang Neely, Mark S.
120892741900 129384 02/09/87 27-42N-07E
Ellerth Builders Huemann, William F.
120892239000 032342 27-42N-07E 2350N 400E







120892475300 078010 08/09/78 27-42N-07E
HOME CASTLE CO KNIERIM
120892955800 115205 10/09/84 27-42N-07E 2300S 2600E NWc
Hayes, Larry Senffner, Alan James
120892364300 049402 09/20/76 27-42N-07E
JOE STERBA K AND K
120892956200 072651 04/06/78 27-42N-07E
JOSEPH MCCLENTHEN BURGESS
120892955900 099349 04/23/81 27-42N-07E 2550N 2500W SEc
Karkos, Tom Knienm, Phillip E.
120892762500 132324 06/03/87 27-42N-07E
Kenley Construct lon/LeClair Matthesi































































27-42N-07E 2200S 1350E NWc
Ward, Delbert G.





























































120892729100 127857 11/05/86 30-42N-Q7E 210QS 2060W NEc








120892693800 123748 05/15/86 31-42N-07E
LARRY PAGNI HUEMANN






120890265200 000000 05/22/43 31-42N-07E
WALTER F MEHRLICH







120892956500 086559 06/11/79 32
Eberly, Ervm
120892956600 089137 08/27/79 32-
Funo, John
120892956700 091950 12/06/79 32
Heine, Howard
120892782900 134618 08/18/87 32-
Morns, Bob
42N-07E 50N 450W SEc
Burgess, Jr. Wayne T.
42N-07E 2000N.2400W SEc
Knierim, Phillip E.












120892411800 065496 11/02/77 33-42N-07E
BOB LEVINE K AND K
120892681300 121705 12/04/85 33-42N-07E





1208?2956800 116210 12/17/84 34-42N-07E 1200N 1800W SEc
Brewington, Doris Mr. Stone, James R.
120892748500 130253 03/27/87 34-42N-07E 0,
































120892650100 116885 03/21/85 35-42N-07E
AL STEFFEN GEN CONTRACTOR WILL CO WELL
120892956900 087563 07/12/79 35-42N-07E 1150S 300W NEc
Anderson, Roy Marvin R. Nice



















COMM SCH 01 ST 300
120892475700 081 117 10/24/78
COMM SCH NO. 300
120892412100 067849 10/07/77















1 208929571 OQ 078765 08/30/78












































































35-42N-07E 250QS, .65QU NEc
Kmerim, Phillip E.



















35-42N-07E 190QS. .700U NEc
Kmerim, Phillip E.


















35-42N-07E 600N 200W SEc
Rob, Ronald Gene
















































































































































120892412600 057174 10/11/77 35-42N-07E
WEST HAVEN BLDRS K AND K
120892957400 080823 10/17/78 35-42N-07E 2600S 400W NEc
Wascher, William #1 Fykes, Charles N
120892806100 137741 11/30/87 35-42N-Q7E ,











120892957500 074774 05/26/78 35-42N-07E
West Haven Bui Iders
,
.850W SEc
































































































12089241 2900 067350 09/28/77
SHELL OIL CO
120892966200 097234 11/07/80




































































































120890265700 000000 04/01/98 03-42N-08E
B B STEWART






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































120892476800 078498 01/01/78 05-42N-08E
























120892642900 075938 06-42N-08E 100N 110E SE NW 5W^Qp31Q ,
rTchard Johnston barker 3310285 3318130
120892642800 097090 06-42N-08E NE NE NW.. 00270
ROBERT FISHER NICE 3311446 3321245
mm* 07-42N-08E ****
HiMW 00000° ^Mother's ° NWSUSU^3
JiWi^SoSS0000 01/21/74 07&£¥ ° ° NENE^iiSSS°§3
mm 08-42N-08E ****
120892724300 127393 10/09/86 08-42N-08E 2140S 360W NEc
,,, 98Q3?,
Behm, Charlton Pi Igard, John P. 3319482 33
120892958200 109189 09/02/83 08-42N-08E 2200S 1200W NEc „,„99?7§,
Bode, Robert Pi Igard, John P. 3318644 33
120892655100 117607 05/02/85 08-42N-08E SENENE _0QQ61
DAN ROGMAN HUEMANN 3319477 33
120892211700 027325 08-42N-08E NWNWNE 0Q045
EARL MOSER BOETSCH 3317476 33
120892687800 122736 03/27/86 08-42N-08E SENENE 0QQ43,
FRED REIMER HUEMANN 3319477 33
120892643100 085864 08-42N-08E SW NE NE o0QQ42
GEORGE ZACK MACK 3318817 33
120892958400 104251 07/22/82 08-42N-08E 50N 1500W SEc „.„9Q2,4Q,
Heinz, Don Pugard, John P. 3318439 33
120892781200 134417 08/13/87 08-42N-08E NE ,,.„9QQ31
Hugge, Coreen Wellendorf, Rodney 331849? 33
120890266200 000000 08-42N-08E SWSENE 00300
120890105900 006947 08-42N-08E SWNENE o00Q9Q,
JOSEPH LAUBER SI GRIST 3318817 33
120892708800 125401 07/25/86 08-42N-08E M1 NE „.«,9QQ5Q,
LaPointe, Allen Kmerim, Phillip E. 3318497 33
120892721200 126972 09/23/86 08-42N-08E NESENE CIQQ54,
MARK JENSEN HUEMANN 3319497 33
120892727500 127493 10/23/86 08-42N-08E .0, . SE SE NE00062
Pie in, Steve Huemann, William F. 3319518 33
120890045200 003529 08-42N-08E NENENE0Q046,
ROBERT TRINKHORN O'BRIEN 3319456 33
120890266300 000000 04/24/61 08-42N-08E NENENU 00256
ROMAN E POSANSKI HUMMEL 3316816 33
120892723700 127238 10/02/86 08-42N-08E 2300S 440W NEc
,,. JPQ2.6Q,
Springwood Builders Rob, Ronald Gene 3319407 33
120892686700 122470 03/05/86 08-42N-08E 1700S 1100W NEc „.„QQ276
Uahl, Roger Pi Igard, John P. 3318728 33
120892787300 135165 09/16/87 08-42N-08E a L NE „.„0QQA8,
Walteu, Richard #1 Wei rich, William Theodore 3318497 33
mm 09-42N-08E ****
120892794900 136245 10/15/87 09-42N-08E . . NW SW NW 00234
Czepczynski, Henry Kmerim, Phillip E. 3320164 33
120892414700 069968 12/02/77 09-42N-08E NWSWSE 00255,
DONALD JOHNSON BOETSCH 3322905 33
120892643300 044712 09-42N-08E SW SE NE QQ117
DONALD MUCHA BURGESS 3324209 33
120892643200 087820 09-42N-Q8E NW SW NW „00265,
DR JACK GAMBLE SCHULTZ 3320164 33
120892680100 121558 11/19/85 09-42N-08E 2250? 1500E NWc ,,,.00260,
Doh Is, Terry Kmerim, Phillip E. 3321345 33
120890054900 007810 09-42N-08E 2150S 2100E „-,,9P25§,
FLOREY ANDERSON STANLEY 3323123 33
120892968400.097702 12/10/80 09-42N-08E 1450? 950E NWc QQ36Q
Glassburn, Tim Huemann, William F. 3320770 33
120892968500 114125 08/14/84 09-42N-08E 700S 1400E NWc 00211
Hagerty, Tim Matthesius, Fred H. 3321196 33
120892968600 102512 01/05/82 09-42N-Q8E 1400N 2000W SEc QQ25Q
Hendricks, Donald J. Senffner, Alan James 3323230 3
120892715100 126324 08/26/86 09-42N-08E NW SE NW 00197
Jackson, Jim Huemann, William F. 3321509 3.
120892736600 128639 12/04/86 09-42N-08E 320N 270E SWc NE SW SE 0Q20Q




120892739900 129222 01/16/87 09-42N-08E 40N 80E SWc NE SW SE QQ25Q
Nepermarm, Norm Pitz, John W. 3323322 33
120892761400 131947 Q5/19/87 09-42N-08E Q NW SE SW 00194
New London Construction Huemann, William F. 3321574 33
120892740000 129062 01 / 13/87 09-42N-08E . Q SW NW SW QQ283
New London Construction Huemann, William F. 3320223 33






































700N 2200U SEc120892968700 115686 11/02/84 09-42N-08E 0I
Richards, Jim Pitz, John W
120892968800 111071 01/26/84 09-42N-08E 1900S1500E NUc













120892968900,113265 07/05/84 09-42N-08E 600S.200QW NEc













120892710800 125787 08/05/86 11-42N-08E 300S 500E NWc
Mengler, Dave Burgess, Wayne T. 3330J 5316275
mm 12-42N-08E
120890052500 000000 12-42N-08E, 0.,,.
Rieke Well Drilling
120890266400 000000 01/01/32 12-42N-08E
C C RENSHAW RIEKE





























Besinger L W 1




120892740100 129084 01/13/87 13-42N-08E 300S 260W NEc NW ,„„QQ22Q,„.


















Layne Western Co., Inc.
70N 1230E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
1208 1800 000000
"
120890266700 000000 01/01/57 14-42N-08E
CARPENTERSVILLE












ler, J. P. Art. Well
es
!0892681400 1 12/04/85 14-42N-08E 1300S 2500E NWc
Hunt, William/B&H Plumbg & Htg Matthesius, Fred H.
120892228300 030606 07/02/74 14-42N-08E
J BAZADGIEN MEADOW EQUIP
120890050500 005727 03/15/69 14-42N-08E 900S 1650E
Kauppila Ron O'Brien, Edward S.
120890266900 000000 01/01/53 14-42N-08E
LAKE MARIAN WATER CORP
120890267000 000000 01/01/63 14-42N-08E











14-42N-08E 50N 1200W SEc
EILRICH
14-42N-08E 800N 1400W




Layne Western Co., Inc.
































































L U BE SINGER AND ASSOC
120890000600 000000







































































































17-42N-08E 1700N 2300E SWc
O'BRIEN






17-42N-08E 1800N 2000W SEc
Burgess, Wayne T.



















































































DUNDEE PARK DIST STANLEY
120890267300 000000 02/16/68 18-42N-08E
OAK HILL GARDENS -NORMAN SCHILF
120890271000 004009 01/01/68 18-42N-08E
OAK HILL GARDENS-NORMAN SCHILF O'BRIEN
120890267400 000000 09/14/65 18-42N-08E
OAK HILL GARDENS-NORMAN SCHILF
120890146600 015010 18-42N-08E




Park Dist Of Dundee
120890092600 000000
Park Dist Of Dundee
18-42N-08E 3250N 2000E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
18-42N-08E 2800N 2000E




























120890267500 000000 08/24/64 18-42N-08E






























































































































































A ZUNDL LOT 8
120892300800 043326












Hill D Nursery 2
120892614800 089267 08/29/79


















21-42N-08E .0. , NW SE SE ,00096
.,
_
































Layne Western Co., Inc.


































P K AND SONS LOT 6
120892477400 074218
R HULTS LOT 2
1208922284QQ 030284





04/24/87 21-42N-08E JStone, Ronald
01/02/78 21-42N-08E
K & K WELL DRLG
06/14/78 21-42N-08E
















































120892614300 085151 05/02/79 22-42N-08E 1810S 1200E






St Catherine School 1
120890050200 000000
WEST DUNDEE
120892969400 000000 01/01/85 22-42N-08E
WEST DUNDEE
120892969300 115802 11/14/84 22-42N-08E


















































E Dundee Village 2
120890052900 000000






























Layne Western Co., Inc.
23-42N-08E











































































































1 20892969500 ,1 1 0668 1 2/02/83





































































FIN AND FEATHER CLUB
120890267900 000000 08/21/57
FIN AND FEATHER CLUB
120890268000 000000 08/21/57






































YOEMAN CITY OF CHILDHOOD
120890094300 000000




































































K & K WELL DRLG
28-42N-08E
W BURGESS
120892758000 131649 05/14/87 28-42N-08E
Bakka, Edward Neely, Harry C.
120892415200 052414 02/15/77 28-42N-08E
















































































































R A FAGANEL BLDRS
120892211900 026735





































Sleepy Hollow Water 2
120890095000 000000
Sleepy Hollow Water 3
120890095100 000000
Sleepy Hollow Water 4
120890095200 000000
Sleepy Hollow Water 5
120890095300 000000
Sleepy Hollow Water 6
120890094800 000000




















Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-42N-08E 510N 780E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-42N-08E 1170N 1770E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-42N-08E 1600N 80E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-42N-08E 2100N 1510E
Layne Western Co., Inc.
29-42N-08E 790N 2240E




































































































WOLF BLDRS INC LOT 26
29-42N-08E
K & K WELL DRLG
SWSE
120892613700 085418 05/09/79 29-42N-08E 200M 900E SWc SW
Walnut Hill of Sleeepy Hollow Layne-Western Company, Inc.
120892674300 120803 10/10/85 29-42N-0$E 30QN 2500E SWc








120892438600 067137 09/01/77 _
Dunhill Subd. Water Supply Wefiling, W. E.
120892235400 028758 30-42N-08E
PACE CONST JURS
120892478100 073380 04/21/78 30-42N-08E
PHIL WENCEK LI BERG
120892478000 072855 04/11/78 30-42N-08E
ROBERT GOULD BLDR NEELY
120890060300 008707 30-42N-08E





















































31-42N-08E 60S 200W SWNE
LIBERG
31-42N-08E 150N 1600W SEc






















































120892969900 103889 06/22/82 32-42N-08E 400S 2100W NEc
Scherer, David Ward, Delbert G.
120890268500 000000





















































































































































































































































































33-42N-0&E 203QS 1800W NEc
Knierim, Phi Hip E.
33-42N-08E 2150? 1600W











































03/06/84 34-42N-08E 1450S 1250E NWc
Senffner, Alan James



















































120892732800 128171 11/2.1/86 34-42N-08E
Neal, James Bid3rs/Selvick
120890268900 062287 07/20/77 34-42N-08E
RALPH SCHAFFER SISSON
120890269000 000000 01/01/59 34-42N-08E






























FIN AND FEATHER CLUB
120890269200 000000 08/01/40
FIN AND FEATHER CLUB
120890269400 000000 08/21/57
FIN AND FEATHER CLUB
120890269300 000000 01/01/45
FIN AND FEATHER CLUB
120892282400 000000
Konen & Sal ago Bldr
120892215100 029298 05/02/74














Layne Western Co., Inc.
35-42N-08E 1200S 800U
Layne Uestern Co., Inc.
35-42N-08E 300S 750U






























































































































































































120890086100 000000 , 36-42N-08E 100S 1075E „~.JW&7Q~~.~.
McGraw 3 3340186 3290493
120890180200 022170 36-42N-08E W,,Q9?09-„„,.„
RICHARD OSAR NEELY 3337216 3294327
120892438800 069256 11/14/77 36-42N-08E SWNENU J)0J60 „M
ROATE AND SMITH SISSON 3337539 3294650
120892478500 072854 04/11/78 36-42N-08E NWSUSE 00160^ ,
ROBT GOULD 8LDR NEELY 3338926 3291378
120890189700 025226 36-42N-08E NUNU 00180
STANLEY FAITZ K AND K 3336545 3294986



